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In this paper, a fairly general framework for reasoning from inconsistent propositional
bases is defined. Variable forgetting is used as a basic operation for weakening pieces of
information so as to restore consistency. The key notion is that of recoveries, which are sets
of variables whose forgetting enables restoring consistency. Several criteria for defining
preferred recoveries are proposed, depending on whether the focus is laid on the relative
relevance of the atoms or the relative entrenchment of the pieces of information (or
both). Our framework encompasses several previous approaches as specific cases, including
reasoning from preferred consistent subsets, and some forms of information merging.
Interestingly, the gain in flexibility and generality offered by our framework does not imply
a complexity shift compared to these specific cases.
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1. Introduction

Reasoning from inconsistent pieces of information, represented as logical formulas, is an important issue in Artificial
Intelligence. Thus, there are at least two very different contexts where inconsistent sets of formulas have to be dealt with.
The first one is when the formulas express beliefs about the real world, that may stem from different sources. In this
case, inconsistency means that some of the formulas are just wrong. The second one is when the input formulas express
preferences (or goals, desires) expressed by different agents (or by a single agent according to different criteria). In this case,
inconsistency does not mean that anything is incorrect, but that some preferences will not be able to be fulfilled. Even if
the nature of the problems is very different whether we are in one context or the other one, many notions and techniques
that can be employed to reason from inconsistent sets of formulas are similar.

Whatever the nature of the information represented, classical reasoning is inadequate to derive significant consequences
from inconsistent formulas, since it trivializes in this situation (ex falso quodlibet sequitur). This calls for other inference rela-
tions which avoid the trivialization problem (namely, paraconsistent inference relations) but there is no general consensus
about what such relations should be. Actually, both the complexity of the problem of reasoning under inconsistency and its
significance are reflected by the number of approaches that have been developed for decades and can be found in the liter-
ature under various names, like paraconsistent logics, belief revision, argumentative inference, information merging, model
fitting, arbitration, knowledge integration, knowledge purification, etc. (see [7,5] for surveys).

Corresponding to these approaches, many different mechanisms to avoid trivialization can be exploited. A first taxonomy
allows for distinguishing between active approaches, where inconsistency is removed by identifying wrong pieces of belief
through knowledge-gathering actions (see e.g. [34,36,28]) or by the group of agents agreeing on some goals to be given
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up after a negotiation process, from passive approaches, where inconsistency is dealt with. In this latter case, trivialization
is avoided by weakening the set of consequences that can be derived from the given base (a set of formulas). In the
propositional case, this can be achieved by two means:

(1) By weakening the consequence relation of classical logic while keeping the base intact. Such an approximation by below of
classical entailment can be achieved, which typically leads to paraconsistent logics.

(2) By weakening the input base while keeping classical entailment. The pieces of information from the initial base are weakened
such that their conjunction becomes consistent. This technique is at work in so-called coherence-based approaches to
paraconsistent inference (see e.g. [46,24,25,11,3,41,44,4] for some of the early references), where weakening the input
base consists in inhibiting some of the pieces of information it contains (by removing them). It is also at work in belief
merging (see e.g. [37,47,31,40] for some of the early references). Belief merging, and especially distance-based merging
consists in weakening the pieces of information by dilating them: the piece of information φ, instead of expressing that
the real world is for sure among the models of φ, now expresses that it is close to be a model of φ (the further a world
ω from the models of φ, the less plausible it is that ω is the real world).

The above dichotomy between (1) and (2) is reminiscent of the dichotomy between actual and potential contradictions, as
discussed in [7,5]. Actual contradictions tolerate inconsistency by reasoning with a set of inconsistent statements, whereas
potential contradictions are prevented from arising by putting individually consistent yet jointly inconsistent information
together.

In the rest of this paper we deal with potential inconsistencies and focus on the class of approaches, consisting in
weakening the input base. While existing weakening-based approaches work well on some families of problems, there are
typical examples that they fail to handle in a satisfactory way (see Section 6 for a detailed discussion), the reason being that
while some of these approaches take account for the relative importance of pieces of information (or of the corresponding
sources), they do not handle the relative importance of atoms in the problem at hand. This is problematic in many situations
where some atoms are less central than others, especially when some atoms are meaningful only in the presence of others.
For instance, it makes little sense to reason about whether John’s car is grey if there is some strong conflict about whether
John actually has a car. Or, in a preference merging context, suppose that a group of co-owners of a residence tries to agree
about whether a tennis court or a swimming pool should be built: if there is no agreement about whether the swimming
pool is to be constructed, any preference concerning its colour must be (at least temporarily) ignored (this would not be
the case for its size, however, because it influences its price in a dramatic way).

More generally, it is sometimes the case that ignoring a small set of propositional atoms of the formulas from an incon-
sistent set renders it consistent. When reasoning from inconsistent beliefs, this allows for giving some useful information
about the other atoms (those that are not forgotten); information about other atoms can be processed further (for instance
through knowledge-gathering actions) if these atoms are important enough. When trying to reach a common decision from
an inconsistent set of preferences, ignoring small sets of atoms allows for making a decision about all other atoms; the
decision about the few remaining atoms can then take place after a negotiation process among agents.

In the following, we define a framework for reasoning from inconsistent propositional bases, using forgetting [10,39,33]
as a basic operation for weakening formulas. Belief (or preference) bases are viewed as (finite) vectors of propositional for-
mulas, conjunctively interpreted. Without loss of generality, each formula is assumed to be issued from a specific source of
information (or a specific agent). Forgetting a set X of atoms in a formula consists in replacing it by its logically strongest
consequence which is independent of X , in the sense that it is equivalent to a formula in which no atom from X occurs [33].
The key notion of our approach is that of recoveries, which are sets of atoms whose forgetting enables restoring consistency.
The intuition of this simple principle is that if a collection of pieces of information is jointly inconsistent, weakening it by
ignoring some atoms (for instance the least important ones) can help restoring consistency and derive reasonable conclu-
sions. Several criteria for defining preferred recoveries are proposed, depending on whether the focus is laid on the relative
relevance of the atoms or the relative entrenchment of the pieces of information (or both).

Our contributions are composed of the following models and results. We first define a general model for using variable
forgetting in order to reason under inconsistency. We show that our model is general enough to encompass several classes
of paraconsistent inference relations, including reasoning from preferred consistent subbases (Propositions 4.1 and 4.2) and
various types of belief merging (Propositions 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5). Our framework does not only recover known approaches as
specific cases (which would make its interest rather limited) but it allows for new families of paraconsistent inferences,
including homogeneous inferences, where propositional variables have to be forgotten in a homogeneous way from the
different sources, and abstraction-based inferences, where the most specific variables are forgotten. Our contribution with
respect to the computational study of these forgetting-based inferences starts with a result stating that these inference
relations are not more difficult to compute than some of the well-known specific cases (Proposition 5.1) and also include
complexity results about homogeneous inferences (Proposition 5.2) and tractable fragments (Proposition 5.3).

Our framework offers several advantages compared with many existing approaches to paraconsistent reasoning. The
main ones are three fold. First, the inference relations defined in our framework are typically less cautious than inference
relations stemming from other approaches to paraconsistent reasoning (especially those based on the selection of consistent
subsets, but also some forms of merging) because it is based on a weakening mechanism (namely, forgetting) that is more
fine-grained than the weakening mechanisms at work in such approaches (inhibition and dilation of formulas). Accordingly,
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more information can be derived from inconsistent bases. Second, it is quite general and flexible. As to generality, our
framework encompasses several previous approaches as specific cases, including reasoning from preferred consistent subsets,
and forms of merging (mainly because inhibition and dilation of formulas can be achieved via forgetting). As to flexibility,
our framework enables us to model situations where some sources of information are considered more reliable than others
in an absolute way, but also relatively to some topics of interest. Some form of equity between some sources of information
can also be achieved by imposing to forget the same atoms in the formulas associated to the sources. Third, the gain in
generality and flexibility offered by our framework does not imply a complexity shift compared with these specific cases.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Formal preliminaries including a presentation of variable forgetting are
given in Section 2. Our general framework is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we give several particular cases of our
general approach, including well-known frameworks (namely, reasoning from consistent subsets, and some forms of merg-
ing); we also give specific cases that are not covered by any of the existing classes of approaches. In Section 5 we briefly
discuss the computational aspects of our framework. Especially, we show that although it is quite general, our framework
does not imply a complexity shift compared to the well-known specific classes of approaches that are recovered. In Sec-
tion 6 we discuss in detail the benefits of our general approach compared to these specific cases. We mention some related
work in Section 7 and we draw some conclusions in Section 8. Full proofs are given in Appendix A.

2. Formal preliminaries

2.1. Propositional logic

PROPPS denotes the propositional language built up from a finite set PS of symbols (also referred to as atoms or variables),
the Boolean constants � (true) and ⊥ (false), and the connectives ¬, ∨, ∧, ⇒, ⇔, ⊕. Var(φ) denote the set of propositional
variables occurring in the formula φ. φx←0 (resp. φx←1) denotes the formula obtained by replacing in φ every occurrence
of symbol x by ⊥ (resp. �).

An interpretation (or world) ω over PS is an assignment of a truth value to each variable of PS. Ω = 2PS is the set of
all interpretations. Formulas are interpreted in the classical way. Every finite set of formulas is interpreted conjunctively.
Mod(φ) denotes the set of models of φ. Rather than denoting interpretations by sets of variables, we choose to denote them
by words over the set of {x, x̄ | x ∈ PS}. For instance, if PS = {a,b, c,d}, ω = ab̄c̄d is the interpretation that assigns a and d
to true and b and c to false. |� denotes logical entailment and ≡ denotes logical equivalence. Finally, ω and ω′ being two
interpretations, Diff (ω,ω′) is the set of propositional variables assigned different truth values by ω and ω′ . For instance,
Diff (ab̄c̄d,abc̄d̄)= {b,d}.

If X ⊆ PS, an X-interpretation ωX is a truth assignment to the variables in X , that is, an element of 2X . While it is
not the case that every formula of PROPPS can be given a truth value in an X-assignment, the notion of satisfaction of a
formula φ from PROPX by an X-interpretation ωX is well defined (and coincides with the standard notion of satisfaction).
The projection of an interpretation ω on a subset of variables X of PS, denoted by ω↓X , is the X-interpretation which is the
restriction of ω to X .

2.2. Forgetting

Our approach to restore consistency is based on (variable) forgetting, also known as projection. Forgetting can be defined
as follows (see [39,33] for more details):

Definition 2.1 (Forgetting). Let φ be a formula from PROPPS and V ⊆ PS. The forgetting of V in φ, noted ∃V .φ, is a formula
from PROPPS that is inductively defined up to logical equivalence as follows:

• ∃∅.φ ≡ φ;
• ∃{x}.φ ≡ φx←0 ∨ φx←1;
• ∃({x} ∪ V ).φ ≡ ∃V .(∃{x}.φ).

For example, ∃{a}.¬a∧ b ≡ b and ∃{a}.(a∨ b)≡�.
When V is a singleton {x}, we typically write ∃x.φ instead of ∃{x}.φ.
As the notation used suggests it, the forgetting of V = {v1, . . . , vk} in φ is equivalent to the quantified Boolean formula

∃v1.(. . . .(∃vk.φ) . . .).
∃V .φ represents the logically strongest consequence ψ (unique up to logical equivalence) of φ that is independent

of V , where “ψ is independent of X” means that there exists a formula ψ ′ from PROPPS s.t. ψ ≡ ψ ′ and Var(ψ ′) ∩ V = ∅.
Accordingly, forgetting a set of variables within a formula leads to weaken it. To be more precise, if V ⊆ W holds, then
∃V .φ |� ∃W .φ holds. Moreover, φ is consistent if and only if ∃Var(φ).φ is valid (see [33]).

Many characterizations of forgetting, together with complexity results, are reported in [33]. Noticeably, for every V ⊆ PS
and every formula φ from PROPPS , we have ∃V .φ ≡ ∃Vφ.φ, where Vφ = V ∩ Var(φ) – which means that forgetting variables
that do not appear in a formula does not have any effect.
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The following characterization of forgetting [33] will be used further in the paper: for any φ ∈ PROPPS , V ⊆ PS and
ωV̄ ∈ 2V̄ where V̄ = PS \ V , we have ωV̄ |� ∃V .φ if and only if there exists an interpretation ω ∈Ω such that ω |� φ and

ω↓V̄ =ωV̄ .

3. Reasoning from preferred recoveries

3.1. Bases and recoveries

We start by defining propositional bases.

Definition 3.1 (Base). A base B is a vector 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 of n formulas from PROPPS , where n is a positive integer.

Each i (1 � i � n) identifies a source of information and φi denotes the piece of information conveyed by source i. Note
that it can be the case that a formula occurs more than once in B , which can be used to model the situation where two
different sources (or more) give the same information.

B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 is conjunctively interpreted, so that it is said to be inconsistent if and only if
∧n

i=1 φi is inconsistent; in
the remaining case, it is said to be consistent. B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 and B ′ = 〈φ′1, . . . , φ′n〉 are said to be equivalent, noted B ≡ B ′ ,
if and only if for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, we have φi ≡ φ′i . Finally, we note Var(〈φ1, . . . , φn〉)=⋃n

i=1 Var(φi).
The key notions of our approach are forgetting vectors and recoveries. A forgetting vector consists of sets of variables

to be forgotten in each formula from the base. These sets of variables need not be identical, but they should obey some
constraints bearing on the forgetting process:

Definition 3.2 (Forgetting context). Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a base. A forgetting context for B is a consistent propositional
formula C over FPS,n = {forget(x, i) | x ∈ PS, i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}} (a set of propositional atoms). forget(x, i) means that atom x may
be forgotten in φi .

For instance, ¬forget(x, i) means that forgetting variable x in φi is forbidden. This is helpful to model the situation where
source i is fully reliable to what concerns x, i.e., what i says about x must be taken for sure. forget(x, i)⇒ forget(y, i) enables
to express that for some sources (i), some atoms (y) can be significant only in presence of others (x) so that forgetting the
latter imposes to forget the former. forget(x, i)⇒ forget(x, j) can be used to force some sources of information (here i and j)
to be considered on equal terms w.r.t. weakening. For instance, if φi and φ j are together inconsistent and consistency can
be recovered by forgetting x in φi , then it could be expected that x should also be forgotten in φ j .

While the notion of forgetting context has already been considered in [35,6], this way of representing them al-
lows for going beyond previous representations based on binary relations; the generalization is both in terms of ex-
pressiveness and spatial efficiency. Thus, a binary relation R over PS × {1, . . . ,n} (see [6]), where (x, i)R(y, j) means
that if x is forgotten in φi , then y must be forgotten in φ j can be easily (i.e., in linear time) encoded as a formula∧

x,y∈PS

∧
i, j∈{1,...,n}(forget(x, i)⇒ forget(y, j)). Conversely, the forgetting context ¬forget(x, i)∨¬forget(y, i) (stating that in

source i at most one of the two atoms x and y may be forgotten) cannot be represented by such a binary relation R.
Representing forgetting contexts by propositional formulas also allows for taking advantage of existing approaches for man-
aging propositional representations. Consider for instance the following update problem: if B becomes independent from an
atom x (through an update) (resp. if a source i becomes unavailable), the forgetting constraint corresponding to the updated
base can be characterized by the forgetting of {forget(x, i) | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}} (resp. {forget(x, i) | x ∈ Var(B)}) in the forgetting
context C for B .

Whereas we do not put any restriction (other than consistency) on forgetting contexts, clearly some contexts are intu-
itively more satisfactory than others, and in many practical situations, representing contexts by definite, binary clauses as
in [6] or as specific classes of such clauses as in [35], can prove to be sufficient. However, in the rest of the paper, such
assumptions are unnecessary, which is why we prefer to allow every possible context. The only two (very weak) conditions
on contexts that are often desirable and that we will need later in the paper are:

• Downward normality: {¬forget(x, i) | x ∈ Var(B), i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}} ∪ {C} is consistent;
• Upward normality: {forget(x, i) | x ∈ Var(B), i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}} ∪ {C} is consistent.

Downward (resp. upward) normality means that the forgetting context does not exclude the possibility not to forget
anything (resp. the possibility to forget everything).

Example 3.1. (Inspired from [31].) As a matter of illustration, let us consider the following preference merging scenario.
Suppose that a group of four co-owners of a residence tries to agree about building a new tennis court t and/or a new
swimming pool s. If it is constructed, the swimming pool can be either red (sr ) or blue (sb). If both a tennis court and a
pool – respectively, one of them, none of them – are (is) constructed, the induced cost is 2 money units (c2) – respectively,
1 unit (c1), nothing (c0). The first co-owner would not like to spend more than 1 unit, and prefers a red swimming pool,
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should it be constructed. The second co-owner would like to improve the quality of the residence by the construction of
at least a tennis court or a swimming pool and would prefer a blue swimming pool, should it be constructed. The third
co-owner just prefers a swimming pool to be built, whatever its colour. The fourth co-owner would like both a swimming
pool (of whatever colour) and a tennis court to be built.

Of course, if there is no agreement about whether the swimming pool is to be constructed, any preference concerning its
colour must be ignored. Furthermore, it is meaningless to forget about whether the pool should be blue without forgetting
whether it should be red: either we forget about the colour of the swimming pool or not. Similarly, either we forget about
the expenses, i.e., we forget {c0, c1, c2} or not (i.e., we forget none of them).

Clearly enough, the preferences of the group are jointly inconsistent. This scenario can be encoded in our framework
using the following base B = 〈φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4, φ5〉 and forgetting context C :

• φ1 = (s ⇒ (sr ⊕ sb))∧ (¬s ⇒¬sr ∧¬sb)∧ (c2 ⇔ (s ∧ t))∧ (c1 ⇔ (s⊕ t))∧ (c0 ⇔ (¬s ∧¬t));
• φ2 = (c0 ∨ c1)∧ (s ⇒ sr);
• φ3 = (s ∨ t)∧ (s ⇒ sb);
• φ4 = s;
• φ5 = s ∧ t;
• C is the conjunction of the following formulas:

–
∧

x∈Var(φ1)¬forget(x,1);

–
∧5

i=2(forget(s, i) ⇒ forget(sr, i)) ∧ (forget(sr, i) ⇔ forget(sb, i)) ∧ (forget(c0, i) ⇔ forget(c1, i)) ∧ (forget(c1, i) ⇔
forget(c2, i)).

Given that
∧

x∈Var(φ1)¬forget(x,1) is a logical consequence of C , φ1 expresses an integrity constraint which cannot be
weakened under any circumstance (this integrity constraint expresses that the swimming pool must be either red or blue if
it is constructed, as well as the logical definition of the induced price from the number of equipments built). φ2, φ3, φ4 and
φ5 encode the preferences of the co-owners. The second conjunct of C ensures that sr and sb are irrelevant if there is no
agreement on s, that sr is irrelevant if and only if sb is, and that for any j,k ∈ {0,1,2}, c j is irrelevant if and only if ck is. In
the situation where all co-owners must be considered on equal terms with respect to the set of variables to be forgotten,
a third conjunct must be added to C :

∧
x∈Var(B)

∧5
i, j=2 forget(x, i)⇒ forget(x, j); indeed, if we forget any atom x in φi for

some i � 2 then x has to be forgotten in every φ j for j � 2.

We can now define the central notions of this paper: those of forgetting vector, projection and recovery.

Definition 3.3 (Forgetting vector). Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a base and C a forgetting context for B . For any vector �V =
〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 of subsets of PS, F �V denotes the interpretation over FPS,n which assigns forget(x, i) to true if and only if x ∈ V i ,
for each x ∈ PS and each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. �V is said to be a forgetting vector for B given C if and only if F �V is a model of C .
F C (B) denotes the set of all forgetting vectors for B given C .

For any forgetting vector �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 for B given C , we define
⋃ �V = V 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn .

Observe that the forgetting vectors for a base B do not depend directly on the formulas φi in it, but on the number n of
such formulas. Contrastingly, F C (B) heavily depends on C .

Definition 3.4 (Projection). Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a base, C a forgetting context for B , and �V a forgetting vector for B
given C . The projection of �V on B is the set of formulas B | �V = {∃V i .φi | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}.

Definition 3.5 (Recovery). Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a base, and C a forgetting context for B . A vector �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 of
subsets of PS is a recovery for B given C if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(1) �V is a forgetting vector for B given C .
(2) B | �V is consistent.

RC (B)⊆ F C (B) denotes the set of all recoveries for B given C . B is said to be recoverable with respect to C if and only if
RC (B) �= ∅.

Example 3.2. Let B and C be as in Example 3.1. All the vectors �V 1 to �V 9 considered in Table 1 are recoveries for B given C ,
while the following ones are no recoveries for B given C :

• 〈∅, {t}, {t}, {t}, {t}〉, because ∃V 1.φ1 ∧ ∃V 2.φ2 ∧ ∃V 3.φ3 ∧ ∃V 4.φ4 ∧ ∃V 5.φ5 is inconsistent;
• 〈∅, {s}, {s}, {s}, {s}〉, because it does not satisfy the constraints of C : if we forget s we also have to forget sb and sr .
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Table 1

Recovery ∃V 1.φ1 ∃V 2.φ2 ∃V 3.φ3 ∃V 4.φ4 ∃V 5.φ5 B | �V
�V 1=〈∅, {s, sb, sr}, {s, sb, sr},

{s, sb, sr}, {s, sb, sr}〉 φ1 c0 ∨ c1 � � t φ1 ∧¬s∧ t ∧ c1

�V 2=〈∅, {t, sb, sr}, {t, sb, sr},
{t, sb, sr}, {t, sb, sr}〉 φ1 c0 ∨ c1 � s s φ1 ∧ s∧¬t ∧ c1

�V 3=〈∅, {c0, c1, c2, sb, sr},
{c0, c1, c2, sb, sr},
{c0, c1, c2, sb, sr},
{c0, c1, c2, sb, sr}〉

φ1 � s ∨ t s s ∧ t φ1 ∧ s∧ t ∧ c2

�V 4 = 〈∅, {sb, sr}, {sb, sr},∅, {t}〉 φ1 c0 ∨ c1 s ∨ t s s φ1 ∧ s∧¬t ∧ c1

�V 5 = 〈∅, {c0, c1, c2}, {sb, sr},∅,∅〉 φ1 s ⇒ sr s ∨ t s s ∧ t φ1 ∧ s∧ t ∧ sr ∧ c2

�V 6 = 〈∅, {sb, sr},∅,∅, {t}〉 φ1 c0 ∨ c1 (s ∨ t)∧
(s ⇒ sb)

s s φ1 ∧ s∧¬t ∧ sb ∧ c1

�V 7 = 〈∅,∅,∅, {s, sb, sr}, {s, sb, sr}〉 φ1 (c0 ∨ c1)∧
(s ⇒ sr)

(s ∨ t)∧
(s ⇒ sb)

� t φ1 ∧¬s∧ t ∧ c1

�V 8 = 〈∅, {c0, c1, c2, sb, sr},∅,∅,∅〉 φ1 � (s ∨ t)∧
(s ⇒ sb)

s s ∧ t φ1 ∧ s∧ t ∧ sb ∧ c2

�V 9 = 〈∅,∅, {sb, sr},∅, {t}〉 φ1 (c0 ∨ c1)∧
(s ⇒ sr)

s ∨ t s s φ1 ∧ s∧¬t ∧ sr ∧ c1

The other columns of the table (except the rightmost one) give formulas equivalent to the “local” projections ∃V i .φi , and
the last column gives formulas equivalent to the projection of the corresponding recovery on B .

By construction, replacing the pieces of information φi of B by the projection on B of any of its recoveries is sufficient
to restore consistency, provided that B is recoverable.

In the general case, it may happen that R C (B) is empty, because some atoms must not be forgotten. For instance, in
Example 3.1, if C is strengthened, so that now c0 and c1 are protected in φ2 and s and t are protected in φ5, then the
corresponding R C (B) is empty. Now, another important sufficient condition for a base not to be recoverable is when one
of the φi is inconsistent. Indeed, if φi is inconsistent then even forgetting all atoms from PS will not help us restoring
consistency, because ∃PS.φi ≡ ∃PS.⊥ ≡ ⊥. Therefore, for any forgetting vector �V for B given C , (B | �V ) is inconsistent.
Conversely, when each formula φi of B is consistent and the forgetting context C is equivalent to �, then B is recoverable
(especially, the forgetting vector �V such that each V i is equal to Var(B) is a recovery for B given C ).

It is easy to show that for any base B , the logical strength of its forgetting context C has a direct impact on the set of
all forgetting vectors F C (B) for B given C , hence on the set of all recoveries R C (B) for B given C ; to be more precise, we
have for any B:

If C |� C′ then F C (B)⊆ F C′(B) and RC (B)⊆ RC′(B).

The number of forgetting vectors F C (B) for B given C may vary between 1 (remind that C is a consistent formula)
and 2n|PS| , while the number of recoveries R C (B) for B given C may vary between 0 and 2n|PS| .

3.2. Forgetting contexts

As expected, our definition of forgetting contexts is not very restrictive so that many different forgetting contexts can
be considered. A first distinguished forgetting context, viewed as a baseline, is the standard forgetting context, denoted C S ,
where no constraint bears on the atoms to be forgotten:

Definition 3.6 (Standard context). The standard forgetting context C S for B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 is defined by CS =�.

In this context, every atom can be forgotten in any piece of information, and atoms can always be forgotten in an
independent way. Obviously enough, the standard forgetting context for a base is the logically weakest one (up to logical
equivalence). Imposing stronger constraints on the forgetting vectors is a simple way to focus on expected recoveries.

Thus, in some situations, the atoms forgotten in each of the pieces of information must be identical so that all sources of
information (or, more generally, a distinguished subset G among them) are weakened in the same way. This can be captured
by considering homogeneous contexts:

Definition 3.7 (Homogeneous context). A forgetting context C for B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 is homogeneous for G ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} (ho-
mogeneous for short, when G = {1, . . . ,n}) if and only if

∧
i, j∈G

∧
x∈Var(B) forget(x, i)⇒ forget(x, j) is a logical consequence

of C .
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A simple case when C should not be homogeneous (unless B is consistent) is when some of the pieces of information φi

must be left intact: for such a φi ,
∧

x∈Var(φi)
¬forget(x, i) is expected to be a logical consequence of C . As explained before,

this is useful to encode integrity constraints (or revision formulas), i.e., formulas which must be protected since they are
required to be true (just like φ1 in Example 3.1).

Another distinguished family of forgetting contexts consists of the binary ones, where, as soon as an atom is forgotten
from any source of information then all other atoms from a distinguished subset V ⊆ Var(B) must be forgotten from φi .

Definition 3.8 (Binary context). A forgetting context C for B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 is binary for V ⊆ Var(B) (binary for short, when
V = Var(B)) if and only if

∧n
i=1

∧
x,y∈V forget(x, i)⇒ forget(y, i) is a logical consequence of C .

Binary contexts are useful for scenarios where one considers that a source of information is unreliable as soon as one
of the pieces of information it gives is involved in a contradiction (and in such a case, no information from the source are
preserved: every “useful” atom from V is forgotten from it).

3.3. Preferred recoveries

Generally, many recoveries for a base given a forgetting context are possible, but most of the time, some of the corre-
sponding recoveries are more expected than others. What are usually available are selection policies (or preference criteria)
which characterize such expected recoveries independently from the base, in an implicit way. While forgetting contexts only
specify hard constraints on possible recoveries, preference criteria specify soft constraints, which have to be optimized, so
that optimal recoveries are the preferred ones.

As expected, many preference criteria can be considered so as to capture in formal terms several intuitions about the way
the pieces of information should be merged. For instance, in some situations, we may prefer recoveries �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉
for B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 in which the set V i of atoms forgotten in some of the φi ’s are as close to each other as possible, and
ideally coincide (which always is the case whenever homogeneous contexts are considered). In this extreme case, i.e., when
V 1 = · · · = Vn , �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 is said to be homogeneous. Thus, if both �V = 〈{a}, {b, c}〉 and �V ′ = 〈{a}, {a, c}〉 are recoveries
for B , �V ′ should (in some contexts) be preferred to �V because it is “more homogeneous” in some sense.

We may also prefer recoveries that lead to forget minimal sets of atoms, where minimality may be defined using a
preference criterion induced by some priorities or penalties on atoms. Finally, we may prefer recoveries that preserve as
much as preferred pieces of information as possible (like in the coherence-based approaches to paraconsistent reasoning).

Formally, each preference criterion associates to every base B and every forgetting context C for B a preorder (i.e., a
reflexive and transitive relation) � on F C (B), called a preference relation.

Definition 3.9 (Preference relation on forgetting vectors). Given a base B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 and a forgetting context C for it, a
preference relation is a reflexive and transitive relation � on F C (B).

As usual, we write �V � �V ′ for �V � �V ′ and �V ′ �� �V , and �V ∼ �V ′ for �V � �V ′ and �V ′ � �V .

The most preferred elements from R C (B) are defined as the minimal ones for �.
One could have thought of selecting the most expected recoveries by strengthening the forgetting context C under

consideration. However, such an approach is generally not feasible, because determining these most expected recoveries
cannot be done a priori, that is, these recoveries are of course dependent on the base B , and their computation from B is
far from easy.

Typically, the preference relation � will satisfy the following monotonicity, or even strong monotonicity, condition (al-
though we do not need to require it):

• � satisfies monotonicity if and only if ∀ �V , �V ′ ∈ F C (B), if �V ⊆p �V ′ (i.e., for every i we have V i ⊆ V ′
i ), then �V � �V ′ .

• � satisfies strong monotonicity if and only if ∀ �V , �V ′ ∈ F C (B), if �V ⊂p �V ′ (i.e., for every i we have V i ⊂ V ′
i ), then �V � �V ′ .

Note that ⊆p satisfies strong monotonicity (and a fortiori, monotonicity). It is easy to prove that for any �V , �V ′ ∈ F C (B), if
�V ⊆p �V ′ then B | �V |� B | �V ′ holds, since we forget at least as much in �V ′ as in �V . Accordingly, among the recoveries from

RC (B), the minimal ones w.r.t. �=⊆p lead to projections that preserve as much information as possible given C . This is
the rationale for the monotonicity property.

Example 3.3. Let B and C be as in Example 3.1. We have �V 6 ⊆p �V 4. Accordingly, B | �V 6 |� B | �V 4.

Depending on the problem at hand, many other properties on � can be imposed so as to capture various intuitions
about the result of the merging process. We give two of them, which echo the properties imposed on forgetting contexts
and will play an important role further.
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Definition 3.10 (Homogeneity). Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a base and C a forgetting context for B . A preference relation �
is said to satisfy the homogeneity property if and only if for any �V ∈ F C (B), if 〈⋃ �V , . . . ,

⋃ �V 〉 is in F C (B) then �V ∼
〈⋃ �V , . . . ,

⋃ �V 〉.

The intuitive meaning of homogeneity is that as soon as an atom is forgotten in some of the φi ’s then it is exactly as
bad as if it were forgotten everywhere.

Definition 3.11 (Binaricity). Given a base B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉, and a forgetting context C for B , a preference relation � is said
to satisfy the binaricity property if and only if, for any �V , �V ′ ∈ F C (B) such that for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} we have V i �= ∅ if
and only if V ′

i �= ∅, then �V ∼ �V ′ .

The intuitive meaning of binaricity is that no matter how many atoms we forget in φi , as soon as we forget at least one
of them it is exactly as bad as if we were to forget all of them (or more precisely, all that we are allowed to forget). Observe
that binaricity is equivalent to: �V ∼ �V ∗ , where V ∗ = 〈V ∗

1 , . . . , V ∗
n 〉 is defined by for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, V ∗

i = ∅ if V i = ∅
and V ∗

i = Var(φi) otherwise.
In many cases, it is desirable to assume that the preference relation is a complete preorder. In this situation, it can be

equivalently represented by a ranking function μ from F C (B) to N.
The preference relation �μ induced by μ is the complete preorder defined by ∀ �V ∈ F C (B), �V �μ �V ′ if and only if

μ( �V ) � μ( �V ′). We say that a ranking function μ is decomposable if and only if there exists a total function μ0 : 2PS → N

and a total function H :Nn →N such that μ( �V )= H(μ0(V 1), . . . ,μ0(Vn)).
Intuitively, μ0(X) is the penalty for forgetting X in some φi , and H(p1, . . . , pn) is the aggregation of penalties p1, . . . , pn .

3.4. Forget-based inferences

We are now in position to introduce the family of inference relations |≈C� that can be defined in our framework by
letting C and � to vary. We call them forget-based inference relations.

Definition 3.12 (Skeptical forget-based inference). Given a base B and a forgetting context C for it, let � be a preference
relation on F C (B) (possibly induced by a ranking function μ).

• A recovery �V ∈ RC (B) is said to be preferred (w.r.t. �) if and only if it is minimal in R C (B) with respect to �, i.e., there
is no �V ′ ∈ RC (B) such that �V ′ � �V . The set of all preferred recoveries in R C (B) (w.r.t. �) is denoted by Pref (R C (B),�).

• Let ψ be any formula from PROPPS . ψ is said to be (skeptically) inferred from B w.r.t. �, denoted by B |≈C� ψ , if and

only if for any preferred recovery �V ∈ Pref (RC (B),�), we have B | �V |�ψ .

As far as skeptical inference is concerned, among the preferred recoveries for B , only the maximal ones with respect to
⊆p are relevant for inference, in the sense that the other ones can be ignored without modifying the inference relation |≈C� .
Indeed, such maximal elements correspond to the logically weakest projections.

Clearly, there is no reason for considering only skeptical inferences and not defining also adventurous forget-based in-
ferences, where ψ is inferred if and only if B | �V |� ψ holds for some preferred recovery �V ∈ Pref (RC (B),�). We can also
consider prudent forget-based inferences, obtained by first determining the pointwise union of all preferred recoveries for B
w.r.t. �, that is,

�V prudent =
〈 ⋃
�V∈Pref (RC (B),�)

V 1, . . . ,
⋃

�V∈Pref (RC (B),�)

Vn

〉

and then inferring ψ if and only if (a) �V prudent satisfies the constraints imposed by C and (b) B | �V prudent |� ψ . Intuitively,
one first determines all preferred recoveries, and then, in each φi of B , if C allows it, we forget all atoms that are mentioned
in at least one recovery in R C (B) at rank i.

However, for the sake of brevity, we will focus mainly on skeptical forget-based inference; in the rest of this section, we
present some interesting properties it satisfies.

First, when � is a complete relation, one can derive a characterization of skeptical forget-based inference in terms of
preferred models, à la Shoham [48]. We need the following definition:

Definition 3.13 (��). Let B be a base, C a forgetting context for B and � a complete preference relation on F C (B). We first
define ΩB = {ω ∈Ω | ∃ �V ∈ RC (B),ω |� B | �V }.

• For any ω ∈ΩB , we note

Pref
(

RC (B)(ω),�)=min
({ �V ∈ RC (B)

∣∣ ω |� B | �V }
,�)

.
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• For any ω,ω′ ∈ ΩB , we note ω �� ω′ if and only if �Vω and �Vω′ are in, respectively, Pref (R C (B)(ω),�) and
Pref (RC (B)(ω′),�) (note that because � is complete, whether ω �� ω′ holds is independent of the particular choice
of �Vω and �Vω′ ).

Proposition 3.1. Let B be a base, C a forgetting context for B, � a complete preference relation on F C (B), and ψ a formula. We have
B |≈C� ψ if and only if ω |�ψ holds for every ω ∈min(ΩB ,��).

Whether this property can be generalized to the case � is not complete is a non-trivial question – since it is not central
to the paper, we leave it out.

Now, it is easy to check that, whatever the forgetting context, two equivalent bases have the same skeptical forget-
based consequence; furthermore, every logical consequence of a skeptical forget-based consequence of a base B also is a
skeptical forget-based consequence of B (stated otherwise, skeptical forget-based inference satisfies the properties of “syntax
independence” and “right weakening”). Other standard properties like here because a base is not a simple set of formulas,
but a vector of formulas (hence an implicit “comma” connective is at work in our setting [30]). Such properties could be
extended (possibly in several ways) to the case of vectors of formulas (see [30]) but would fail to be satisfied even in the
simple case when B contains a single formula (i.e., B is a vector of dimension 1) and the standard forgetting context for it
is considered.

It is also easy to show that |≈C� satisfies:

• If RC (B) �= ∅ then B �|≈C� ⊥;

• If � is such that �∅ = 〈∅, . . . ,∅〉 is the unique minimal element of Pref (R C (B),�) when it belongs to it, then if B is
consistent, we have for any formula ψ , B |�ψ if and only if B |≈C� ψ .

The first property shows that a weak form of paraconsistency is achieved by skeptical forget-based inference, while
the second one shows that under some conditions, a valuable information preservation property is also satisfied. These
conditions are guaranteed provided that the base, the context and/or the preference relation satisfy some rather weak
conditions:

• If every φi in B is consistent and C is upward normal then B �|≈C� ⊥;
• If B is consistent, � is strictly monotonic and C is downward normal, then for any formula ψ , B |� ψ if and only if

B |≈C� ψ .

For the first point, if C is upward normal then 〈PS, . . . ,PS〉 is a recovery for B given C . For the second point, if C is
downward normal then 〈∅, . . . ,∅〉 is a recovery for a consistent B given C ; since � is strictly monotonic, 〈∅, . . . ,∅〉 is the
unique preferred recovery for B given C .

Observe that considering the standard forgetting context C S and ⊆p as a preference relation on forgetting vectors is
enough to ensure both conditions.

We may want to compare the sets of forget-based inference relations obtained respectively by letting the set of forgetting
contexts vary and by letting the set of preference vary (that we may call the “discriminative power” offered respectively by
forgetting contexts and by preference relations). As a matter of fact, when skeptical inference is considered, the discrim-
inative power offered by forgetting contexts is the same as the discriminative power offered and by preference relations
coincide: every skeptical consequence of a base B given a forgetting context C for B and a preference relation � on F C can
be recovered as a skeptical consequence of B given the standard forgetting context C S and a preference relation �′ on F CS

which includes � and satisfies the following two conditions: (i) for any two forgetting vectors �V , �V ′ such that �V satisfies C
and �V ′ does not, then �V �′ �V ′; and (ii) for any two forgetting vectors �V , �V ′ such that both �V and �V ′ satisfy C , then �V �′ �V ′
holds if and only if �V � �V ′ . (Clearly, such a preference relation �′ exists.) Then by construction the preferred recoveries for
B given C w.r.t. � coincide with the preferred recoveries for B given C S w.r.t. �′ .

This result typically shows that the two approaches pointed out in order to focus on expected recoveries (namely, for-
getting contexts and preference relations) are equivalent from an expressiveness point of view when skeptical inference is
considered. However, keeping both concepts in the setting makes sense. On the one hand, as mentioned previously, some
significant computational effort must be spent to go from a preference criterion (e.g. “prefer homogeneous recoveries") and
a base to the corresponding set of preferred recoveries; stated otherwise, since preference relations are typically not part
of the input, generating a forgetting context which qualifies only the preferred recoveries can be very expensive, especially
from the point of view of computational space. On the other hand, forgetting contexts are more explicit (they are part of
the input) and are useful for specifying hard constraints on the recoveries.

4. On the generality of our framework

We now show how several well-known paraconsistent inference relations belong to the family of forget-based relations.
The key idea is that forget-based weakening is fine-grained enough to emulate other weakening mechanisms at work in
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previous approaches to reasoning under inconsistency, especially formula inhibition (considered in approaches based on
preferred consistent subbases), formula dilation (considered in distance-based merging) and abstraction-based techniques.

4.1. Reasoning from preferred consistent subbases

Let us first recall the definition of inferences drawn from preferred consistent subbases also called maxcons inference
relations (see e.g. [46,24,25,11,3,44,4]).

For avoiding heavy definitions, we consider only bases consisting of consistent formulas. This is without loss of generality
when considering maxcons inference relations, since inconsistent formulas do not participate to any consistent subbases;
accordingly, they can be removed from the base at start without any change on the inference relation.

Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a finite and non-empty vector of formulas such that each φi (1 � i � n) is consistent. For any
X ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} we denote B X = {φi | i ∈ X}. Let Cons(B)= {X ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} | B X is consistent} – Cons(B) is isomorphic to the
set of consistent subbases of B .

Let � be a preorder on subsets of {1, . . . ,n} (also called preference relation). Typically, � is monotonic, and even strictly
monotonic, with respect to set containment; however, we do not have to require this. Among usual preference relations, we
find set inclusion: X � Y if and only if X ⊇ Y , and cardinality: X � Y if and only if |X |� |Y |. Let Pref (Cons(B),�) be the
set of all maximal (w.r.t. �) elements of Cons(B). Then, by definition:

An inference relation |≈∀� is a maxcons inference relation if and only if for every base B consisting of consistent formulas

and every formula ψ , we have B |≈∀� ψ if and only if ∀X ∈ Pref (Cons(B),�), B X |�ψ .

There are two ways of characterizing maxcons inference relations as forget-based inference relations: either by imposing
a condition on the preference relation (Proposition 4.1) or by imposing a condition on the forgetting context (Proposi-
tion 4.2).

Proposition 4.1. An inference relation |≈ is a maxcons inference relation if and only if for every base B consisting of consistent formulas,
there exists a preference relation � on F CS (B) satisfying binaricity and such that for any formula ψ , B |≈ ψ if and only if B |≈CS� ψ ,
where CS is the standard forgetting context.

Proposition 4.2. An inference relation |≈ is a maxcons inference relation if and only if for every base B consisting of consistent formulas,
there exists a preference relation � on F CB (B) such that for any formula ψ , B |≈ψ if and only if B |≈CB� ψ , where CB is the logically
weakest binary context, defined by

∧n
i=1

∧
x,y∈PS forget(x, i)⇒ forget(y, i).

The first direction of Proposition 4.1 (respectively Proposition 4.2) expresses that with a preference relation satisfying
binaricity and the standard forgetting context (respectively, with the logically weakest binary forgetting context), inference
from preferred recoveries comes down to inference from preferred maximal consistent subbases. The other direction of
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 states that the set of all maxcons inference relations is contained in the set of forget-based inference
relations, and therefore that the latter family is at least as general as the former. In particular, if preference over forgetting
vectors is defined by ∀ �V , �V ′ ∈ F CS (B), �V � �V ′ if and only if {i | V i �= ∅} ⊆ {i | V ′

i �= ∅} then B |≈CS� ψ if and only if
S |�ψ holds for any maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion) consistent subbase S of B . Other criteria such that maximum cardinality,
“discrimin” or “leximin”, or minimum penalty, can be recovered as well. The assumption that each φi (1 � i � n) in B is
consistent is necessary (and sufficient) to ensure that B is recoverable given its standard forgetting context. It can be made
without loss of generality, just because B and B∗ = 〈φ∗1 , . . . , φ∗n 〉, where φ∗i = φi if φ∗i is consistent and φ∗i =� otherwise,
have the same consistent subbases, and each formula in B∗ is consistent. As an immediate consequence of Propositions 4.1
and 4.2, our framework encompasses other important frameworks, like supernormal default theories with priorities [11]
and syntax-based belief revision [41], as specific cases.

It is easy to show that a generalization of Proposition 4.1 (resp. Proposition 4.2) holds, replacing the forgetting context C S
(resp. CB ) by any logically stronger context C P . The resulting forget-based inferences correspond to maxcons inferences with
protected formulas. Here is an example of such relations:

Example 4.1. Let us step back to Example 3.1. Let C P be defined by
∧

x∈PS¬forget(x,1). Define �I and �C by

• �V �I �V ′ if and only if {i | V i �= ∅} ⊆ {i | V ′
i �= ∅};

• �V �C �V ′ if and only if |{i | V i �= ∅}|� |{i | V ′
i �= ∅}|.

Clearly, �I and �C both satisfy the binaricity property.
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Consider the preferred recoveries for �I listed below, together with their projection on B (in fact, there exist other
preferred recoveries, but each of them is pointwise included in one of these listed below):

〈∅,PS,∅,∅,∅〉 φ1 ∧ s ∧ t ∧ sb ∧ c2
〈∅,∅,PS,∅,∅〉 φ1 ∧ s ∧ sr ∧¬t ∧ c1
〈∅,∅,∅,PS,PS〉 φ1 ∧¬s ∧ t ∧ c1

.

Therefore we have B |≈CP�I
(s ∧ t)⇒ sb and B |≈CP�I

¬t ⇒ sr .

With �C , the two preferred recoveries are 〈∅,PS,∅,∅,∅〉 and 〈∅,∅,PS,∅,∅〉. Therefore, B |≈CP�C
s holds.

4.2. Belief merging

A merging operator (see e.g. [37,47,31,40]) maps any vector B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 of consistent propositional formulas into a
new consistent propositional formula Merge(B), also viewed as its set of models. When n is fixed, we define an n-merging
operator Mergen(B) as the restriction of Merge to n-uples of formulas. In order to simplify notations, we will write
Merge(〈φ1, . . . , φn〉) instead of Mergen(〈φ1, . . . , φn〉) in the following.

4.2.1. Distance-based belief merging
A special class of n-merging operators is the class of decomposable merging operators induced by (pseudo-)distances and

aggregation functions (see [29]). Let d : Ω × Ω → N be a total function, called a pseudo-distance, satisfying ∀ω, ω′ ∈ Ω ,
d(ω,ω′)= 0 if and only if ω=ω′ , and d(ω,ω′)= d(ω′,ω). Let � be a total function from N

n to N, monotonic in each of its
arguments; it is called an aggregation function.

For every B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 such that each φi (1 � i � n) is consistent, the decomposable n-merging operator Merge�
d in-

duced by d and � is defined by Merge�
d(B) = {ω ∈Ω | d(ω, B) is minimal}, where d(ω, B) = �(d(ω,φ1), . . . ,d(ω,φn)) and

d(ω,φi)=minω′ |�φi d(ω,ω′). Then, by definition, an inference relation |≈M
d,�

is the n-merging inference relation |≈M
d,�

induced
by d and � if and only if for every base B consisting of n consistent formulas and every formula ψ , we have:

B |≈M
d,� ψ if and only if Merge�

d(B)⊆Mod(ψ).

In order to characterize the decomposable n-merging inference relations as forget relations, we need to focus on those
based on a differential pseudo-distance [32]. A pseudo-distance d is said to be differential if and only if there exists a total
function f : 2PS → N satisfying (i) f (∅) = 0 and (ii) ∀A, B ⊆ PS, if A ⊆ B , then f (A) � f (B), and such that ∀ω, ω′ ∈ Ω ,
d(ω,ω′) = f (Diff (ω,ω′)). In simpler words, if d is a differential pseudo-distance then d(ω,ω′) is determined by the set
of propositional atoms on which ω and ω′ differ. The literature on merging mainly makes use of two pseudo-distances:
the Hamming distance dH , which counts the number of symbols in which the two models differ, and the so-called drastic
distance dD , which is 1 as soon as the two models differ (and 0 otherwise). These two distances are differential: for dH we
have f (X)= |X |, and for dD we have f (∅)= 0 and f (X)= 1 if X �= ∅.

Proposition 4.3. |≈ is a decomposable n-merging inference relation induced by a differential pseudo-distance and an aggregation
function if and only if for every base B containing n formulas, there exists a complete preference relation �μ on F CS (B), induced by a

ranking function μ satisfying decomposability, such that for any formula ψ , B |≈ψ if and only if B |≈CS�μ
ψ .

The first direction of Proposition 4.3 expresses that under the assumptions of completeness of �μ , decomposability, and
under the standard forgetting context, forget-based inferences come down to inferences defined from a merging operator.
The other direction expresses that a particularly interesting subclass of inferences from merging operators is contained in
the set of forget-based inference relations. In particular, usual arbitration and majority merging operators (see e.g. [37,31])
are recovered by letting (1) μi(A)= |A| for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, which implies that the induced distance d is the Hamming
distance between interpretations, and (2) � is a standard aggregation function, like max, leximax or +. Integrity constraints
can also be expressed by adding to the context a specific constraint whose effect is to protect formulas (similarly as in the
last paragraph of Section 4.1).

Example 4.2. Let us consider Example 3.1 again. We now take C = C S and

μ(V )=max
(
10 · |V 1|, |V 2|, |V 3|, |V 4|, |V 5|

)
.

The role of factor 10 in 10 · |V 1| is to ensure that the integrity constraint φ1 has priority over all other formulas: since
|PS|< 10, it will always be worse to forget a single atom from φ1 than forgetting any number of variables from φ2, . . . , φ5.

μ satisfies decomposability: μ0(X)= |X | and H(p1, p2, p3, p4, p5)=max(10 · p1, p2, p3, p4, p5).
Because φ1 is consistent, the preferred recoveries are those for which V 1 = ∅ and the maximum number of variables

to be forgotten in each of the φi ’s is minimal. Forgetting at most one variable in each φi (for i � 2) allows for recovering
consistency: it suffices either (a) to forget c0 or c1 in φ2 and s or sr in φ3, or (b) to forget t in φ5 and either s or
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sr in φ2 or s or sb in φ3. This gives many preferred recoveries (all satisfying μ(V ) = 1), among which 〈∅, {sr},∅,∅, {t}〉,
〈∅, {c0}, {s}, {s}, {s}〉, 〈∅, {c0}, {s}, {s}, {s}〉, and so on.

We can check that B |≈CS�μ
s ∨ t and B |≈CS�μ

(s ∧ t) ⇒ sr . This last inference is an effect of equity (reflected by the
aggregation function): if agent 2 is forced to give up her subgoal c0 ∨ c1 (by forgetting c0 or c1) then she is ensured to see
her other subgoal s ⇒ sr satisfied.

Finally, while distance-based merging can be extended to non-classical propositional settings (by considering multiple-
valued semantics as in [2]), Proposition 4.3 cannot be generalized directly to those settings; indeed, the notion of variable
forgetting we use is anchored on classical logic; it prevents from deriving non-trivial information from an inconsistent
formula, while some propositional settings based on multiple-valued semantics do not suffer from this drawback.

4.2.2. Belief merging à la Delgrande and Schaub
Another interesting merging operator which proves to be a particular case of forget-based skeptical inference is one of

the operators proposed by Delgrande and Schaub [17] and based on variable renaming. For the sake of simplicity, we do
not consider integrity constraints.

Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a base where each φi (i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}) is consistent. Let Br =∧n
i=1 rename(φi, i) where rename(φi, i)

is the formula obtained from φi by replacing each occurrence of each atom x appearing in φi by xi . Let EQ =⋃
x∈Var(B){xi ⇔

x0 | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}. A fit for B is a subset X of EQ consistent with Br . X is a maximal fit for B if and only if it is a fit for B
and none of its strict supersets is a fit for B . Lastly, the Delgrande–Schaub merging �DS(B) is defined by, for any formula ψ ,

�DS(B) |�ψ if and only if for any maximal fitX for B, Br ∧
∧
x∈X

x |� rename(ψ,0).

Example 4.3. Let B = 〈a ∧ b ∧ c,¬a,¬a ∨ ¬b〉. There are four maximal fits for B: EQ \ {a1 ⇔ a0}; EQ \ {a2 ⇔ a0,a3 ⇔ a0};
EQ \ {a2 ⇔ a0,b3 ⇔ b0}; EQ \ {a2 ⇔ a0,b1 ⇔ b0}. We can check that �DS(B)≡ c ∧ (a∨ b).

This merging operator turns out to have a very simple characterization in terms of forgetting-based inference:

Proposition 4.4. Let B be a base consisting of consistent formulas and ψ be a formula. �DS(B) |� ψ if and only if B |≈CS� ψ , where
CS is the standard forgetting context and �=⊆p .

A similar result would hold with integrity constraints: let I be a formula representing some (hard) integrity constraints,
then B would contain a formula φn+1 = rename(I,n + 1) in B , and the forgetting context would forbid to forget any atom
in φn+1.

4.2.3. Conflict-based belief merging
In [23], conflict-based merging operators have been introduced. In this setting, the “distance” between an interpretation

and a formula is not evaluated as a numerical measure of the conflicts between them (for instance the minimum number
of variables to be switched in the interpretation to make it a model of the formula) as usual in distance-based merging,
but by the conflicts themselves, i.e., the minimal sets (for set inclusion) of propositional atoms which differ between the
interpretation and the closest models of the formula. Given a profile of such formulas (a base B), each interpretation ω can
be associated with a set diff (ω, B) of vectors of sets of propositional atoms (i.e., a set of forgetting vectors) such that ω is
a model of the corresponding recoveries. This set of vectors expresses in some sense how close ω is to B and preference
relations �B over such sets are defined in order to define the models of the merging �

diff
μ (B) (as the minimal models of a

given integrity constraint μ w.r.t. �B ). Formally:
Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a base consisting of consistent formulas φi (i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}). Let ω, ω′ be interpretations from Ω ,

and let μ be a formula.

• A conflict vector �V for ω given B is a recovery for B given C S such that ω |� B | �V and for no recovery �V ′ for B given
CS such that ω |� B | �V ′ we have �V ′ ⊂p �V ;

• diff (ω, B) is the set of all conflict vectors for ω given B;
• Let � be a binary relation on forgetting vectors for B given C S . ω �B ω′ if and only if ∃ �Vω ∈ diff (ω, B) s.t. ∀ �Vω′ ∈

diff (ω′, B), we have �Vω � �Vω′ ;
• �

diff
μ (B) is given by Mod(�

diff
μ (B))=min(Mod(μ),�B).

Conflict-based merging can be recovered as a specific forget-based inference relation whenever � is a complete preorder
including ⊆p . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there are no integrity constraints, i.e., μ is a valid formula. Then
we have:
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Table 2

Preference relation � Preferred recoveries |≈C�
that are maximal w.r.t. ⊆p

�1 �V 1, �V 2, �V 3 s ∨ t
�2 �V 1, �V 2, �V 6 s⊕ t

Proposition 4.5. Let B be a base consisting of consistent formulas and let � be a complete preorder on F CS (B) which includes ⊆p .

For any formula ψ , we have �
diff
� (B) |�ψ if and only if B |≈CS� ψ .

Again, a similar result would hold in presence of an integrity constraint (which should be treated as a protected formula).

4.3. Homogeneous forget-based inferences

Up to now, we showed in this section that reasoning from preferred consistent subbases and some forms of merging are
particular cases of forget-based inference relations. Now, there are many other forget-based inference relations which do
not belong to any of the previous families.

A first example is the family of homogeneous forget-based inference relations. Such relations can be obtained by requiring
the forgetting context to be homogenous, or alternatively, requiring the preference relation � to satisfy the homogeneity
property (which is less demanding).

When C is homogeneous, it is sufficient to focus on homogeneous recoveries, of the form �V = 〈V , . . . , V 〉. In such
a context, we abuse notations and simply denote �V by the set V of variables that are uniformly forgotten. Thus,
(〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 | V ) = ∧n

i=1 ∃V .φi . Likewise, when homogeneous inference relations are considered, it is enough to define
a preference relation on subsets of PS (instead of vectors of subsets of PS). Many such relations can be obtained by letting
the preference relation on 2PS vary, in quite the same manner as maxcons inference relations are obtained by letting the
preference relation on subsets vary. We may for instance minimize the set of forgotten variables (i.e., V � V ′ if and only
if V ⊆ V ′); we call the associated inference relation the prototypical homogeneous forget-based inference relation given C .
Alternatively, we may minimize the number of forgotten variables, or, more generally, make use of a predefined penalty
function or priority preordering on variables.

Example 4.4. We step back to Example 3.1 again. Consider the preference relations �1 and �1 below on 2PS and the induced
homogeneous inference relations |≈C�1

and |≈C�2
. We define the mapping k : 2Var(B) →N by k = kc +ks +kt where kc(V )= 3

if {c0, c1, c2} ⊆ V , kc(V ) = 0 otherwise; ks(V ) = 3 if {s, sb, sr} ⊆ V , ks(V ) = 1 if V ∩ {s, sb, sr} = {sb, sr}, and ks(V ) = 0
otherwise; kt(V )= 2 if t ∈ V , kt(V )= 0 otherwise.

• �1: V �1 V ′ if and only if V ⊆ V ′;
• �2: V �2 V ′ if and only if k(V ) � k(V ′).

�1 minimizes the set of atoms forgotten everywhere while �2 minimizes their cumulated cost.
The results are synthesized in Table 2. The rightmost column gives the most general consequence of B w.r.t. |≈C� , which

can be represented using the two atoms, s and t , only.

4.4. Abstraction-based inferences

In many situations, the propositional variables have different levels of abstraction, and inconsistency can be avoided by
forgetting more specific variables and keeping more abstract ones.

Example 4.5. A theft has been committed in a house, three witnesses saw somebody leaving it through a window. The
first witness saw a young (y) man (m) with a grey (g) cap (c), the second one an old (o) man with a black (bl) bonnet
(bo) and the third one a lady (l) with a brown (br) beret (be). The three witnesses are highly contradictory since man/lady,
old/young, cap/bonnet/beret, grey/black/brown are conflicting pieces of information. Nevertheless some significant pieces of
information can be derived by abstracting away the concepts occurring in the three witnesses: all witnesses agree that they
saw a person (p) with a dark (d) hat (h).

The point is that such inferences are forget-based inferences. Indeed, the replacement scheme at work can be achieved
by first conjoining the contents of each source of information with a formula, representing for instance a taxonomy and
linking specific concepts to more general ones, then forgetting concepts in each resulting formula, from the most specific
ones to the most general ones, until consistency is recovered.

Here the initial base is B = 〈φ1, φ2, φ3〉 with φ1 = y∧m∧ g∧c, φ2 = o∧m∧bl∧bo, φ3 = l∧br∧be. The theory linking the
concepts together can be represented by φ = (¬m∨¬l)∧ (¬o∨¬y)∧ (¬c∨¬bo)∧ (¬c∨¬be)∧ (¬bo∨¬be)∧ (¬g ∨¬bl)∧
(¬g ∨¬br)∧ (¬bl∨¬br)∧ ((m∨ l)⇒ p)∧ ((c ∨ bo∨ be)⇒ h)∧ ((g ∨ bl∨ br)⇒ d).
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B is first turned into the base 〈φ1 ∧ φ,φ2 ∧ φ,φ3 ∧ φ〉. A stratification (i.e., a totally ordered partition) S = 〈C1, . . . , Ck〉
of Var(φ) can then be defined so that the less significant concepts (e.g. the most specific ones) are ranked first, for instance
it can be S = 〈{y,o, c,bo,be, g,bl,br}, {m, l}, {p,d,h}〉. The abstraction of level i (i ∈ 1, . . . ,k) of each φ j ∧ φ ( j ∈ {1, . . . ,n})
w.r.t. S is the most general consequence of φ j ∧ φ which is independent of

⋃i−1
l=1 Cl , namely ∃⋃i−1

l=1 Cl.(φ j ∧ φ). Now, a for-

getting vector �V is abstraction-based given S when each of the V j ( j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}) in it is equal to
⋃i−1

l=1 Cl for some i
(i ∈ 1, . . . ,k), called the abstraction level of V j , and noted a(V j). Back to the example, we have C1 = {y,o, c,bo,be, g,bl,br},
C2 = {m, l} and C3 = {p,d,h}; and the following forgetting vectors are abstraction-based:

• �V 1 = 〈C1 ∪ C2, C1 ∪ C2, C1 ∪ C2〉, for which we have (B | �V 1)≡ ∃(C1 ∪ C2).(ϕ ∧ ϕ1) ∧ ∃(C1 ∪ C2).(ϕ ∧ ϕ2) ∧ ∃(C1 ∪ C2).

(ϕ ∧ ϕ3)≡ p ∧ d ∧ h;
• �V 2 = 〈C1, C1, C1 ∪ C2〉, for which we have (B | �V 2)≡ ∃C1.(ϕ ∧ ϕ1)∧ ∃C1.(ϕ ∧ ϕ2)∧ ∃(C1 ∪ C2).(ϕ ∧ ϕ3)≡m∧ p ∧ d∧ h;
• �V 3 = 〈C1∪C2, C1∪C2∪C3,∅〉, for which we have (B | �V 3)≡ ∃(C1∪C2).(ϕ∧ϕ1)∧∃(C1∪C2∪C3).(ϕ∧ϕ2)∧∃∅.(ϕ∧ϕ3)≡

l ∧ br ∧ be∧ p ∧ d ∧ h.

Note that �V 1 is homogeneous, whereas �V 2 and �V 3 are not.
The stratification S can be exploited in different ways in our setting. Considering the standard forgetting context for the

resulting base, a preference relation �S over forgetting vectors can be defined so that it is such that for any abstraction-
based forgetting vectors �V and �V ′ , �V �S �V ′ when �(a(V 1), . . . ,a(Vn)) � �(a(V ′

1), . . . ,a(V ′
n)) for some aggregation function �

(like max, leximax or +). In addition to this, the forgetting context may also be required to be homogeneous. The conse-
quences p, d, h (and sometimes others) can then be derived using skeptical forget-based inference.

Apart of the families of forget-based inferences to which we devoted some attention in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, many
other interesting families of forget-based inference relations can be defined. For the sake of illustration, we give here an
example of such a family, which is suitable in the situation where reliability between sources is a matter of topic. (Note that
this family does not degenerate into one of the previous types of inference.)

Here, a topic simply is a propositional atom x and a source i conveys some information about it as soon as φi is not
independent of x, i.e., φi �≡ ∃{x}.φi ,1 as explained in the following example:

Example 4.6. Let B = 〈φ1, φ2〉, with φ1 = a ∧ b, φ2 = ¬a ∧ ¬b. Let us consider the standard forgetting context C S for B .
Assume that source 1 is more reliable to what concerns a than to what concerns b and conversely, source 2 is more reliable
to what concerns b than to what concerns a. To capture this in our framework, the following ranking function can be
considered (among other possible choices): μ(〈V 1, V 2〉) = μ0(V 1) + μ0(V 2) where μ0(V i) = ∑

v∈V i
ki(v) and k1(a) = 2,

k1(b)= 1, k2(a)= 1, k2(b)= 2. Then the (unique) preferred recovery for B is 〈{b}, {a}〉 and therefore we have B |≈CS�μ
a∧¬b.

5. Computational complexity

We now investigate the computational complexity of forget-based inference relations. We suppose the reader familiar
with computational complexity (see e.g. [43]), and especially the complexity classes NP, �

p
2 and Π

p
2 of the polynomial

hierarchy.
We have obtained the following results:

Proposition 5.1.

(1) Given a base B and a forgetting context C for it, determining whether B is recoverable is NP-complete.
(2) Provided that the preference relation � on F CS (B) can be decided in polynomial time, the inference problem associated to |≈C� is

in Π
p
2 .

(3) If moreover � is induced by a ranking function μ computable in polynomial time, the inference problem associated to |≈C� is

in �
p
2 .

These results show that the gain in generality and flexibility offered by our framework does not induce a complexity shift
compared with many more specific approaches, such as maxcons inferences, that are already Π

p
2 -complete when maximality

is with respect to set-inclusion. This holds as well for distance-based merging where the inference problems associated to
some operators are �

p
2 -complete in the general case (see [38,27]), while the problem of forget-based inference with a

complete preference relation induced by a polytime ranking function is not harder. Hardness results for our forget-based
inference relations (in the general case) can be easily obtained from known results for maxcons inference relations, belief
revision or merging (see e.g. [18,13,42,27]), thanks to the forget-based characterizations of such approaches, as reported
in Section 4. Hardness also holds for some prototypical homogeneous forget-based inference relations. Since homogeneous
forget-based inferences are new, we establish and prove the corresponding result.

1 For a different approach to inconsistency handling where topics are taken into account, see [14].
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Proposition 5.2. Skeptical inference for the prototypical homogeneous forget-based inference given a forgetting context C is in Π
p
2 . It

is Π
p
2 -complete for some forgetting contexts C .

In the general case (especially, when � is not induced by a ranking function), our complexity results show that two
independent sources of complexity must be dealt with. One of them lies in the possibly exponential number of preferred
recoveries which must be taken into account. The other one originates from the complexity of classical entailment in
propositional logic.

One way to circumvent this intractability consists in compiling the base (see e.g. [12,15]). Such a compilation may consist
in computing off-line the set of preferred recoveries, or only the maximal elements of it w.r.t. ⊆p . In this situation, the
source of complexity due to the number of preferred recoveries disappears (in practice, this is significant only when the
number is small enough, which is always the case when prudent inference is considered); accordingly, the complexity of
(skeptical or prudent) inference goes down to coNP. The other source of complexity can also be removed by imposing some
restrictions on the base B . In this situation, on-line forget-based inference is tractable.

Proposition 5.3.

(1) Provided that Pref (R C (B),�) – or only the maximal elements of it w.r.t.⊆p – is part of the input, the inference problem associated

to |≈C� (or |≈Cprudent
� ) is in coNP.

(2) If moreover each formula from B belongs to a propositional fragment (a subset of PROPPS) that is tractable for clausal entailment,

stable for conjunction, and stable for new variable renaming,2 the inference problem associated to |≈C� (or |≈Cprudent
� ) is in P when

CNF queries are considered.

Interestingly, several well-known classes that are tractable for clausal entailment are also stable for conjunction and for
new variable renaming; for example, this is the case for the class of Krom formulas (CNF formulas consisting of binary
clauses) and for the class of CNF Horn formulas.

6. Discussion

Since the family of forget-based inferences covers many different subfamilies of ways of remedying inconsistency, it is
worth to comparing them on simple examples and discuss their respective merits informally.

Let us start by considering the following two bases:

Example 6.1. Let B = 〈φ1, φ2〉, and let B ′ = 〈φ′1, φ′2〉, with:

φ1 = (a∨ b)∧ c φ′1 = a∧ b

φ2 =¬a∧¬b φ′2 =¬a∧¬b

�1 φ1 ∨ φ2 a⇔ b

�2 c ∧ (¬a∨¬b) �
�3 (a∨ b ∨ c)∧ (¬a∨ b) a �⇔ b

�4 c ∧ (¬a∨¬b) �
�5 c ∧ (¬a∨¬b) �

Each cell of the second column (resp. third column) of this table contains a formula equivalent to the conjunctively-
interpreted set gathering all consequences of B (resp. B ′) w.r.t. skeptical forget-based inference.

What should be concluded from the inconsistent bases B and B ′ , especially when no information about the (absolute
or relative to topics) reliability of the two sources are available? There is, of course, no absolute answer to this question.
The result depends on various assumptions on the merging process, and the variety of conclusions obtained through many
paraconsistent inference relations, as reported in the table, exemplifies it. The important point here is that our framework
enables to capture each of them (here the standard forgetting context is considered for both bases):

• �1 corresponds to inference from maximal (w.r.t. ⊆) consistent subsets.
• �2 (resp. �3) corresponds to distance-based merging where d is the Hamming distance and �=+ (resp. �=max).
• �4 =⊆p corresponds to merging à la Delgrande–Schaub.
• �5 is the prototypical homogeneous inference relation given C S .

2 This means that for every formula φ from PROPPS and for every substitution rename(.,.) such that rename(φ, V ) is the formula obtained by renaming
in a uniform way every variable from V occurring in φ into a new variable (not occurring in φ) if φ belongs to the class under consideration, this is also
the case for rename(φ, V ) whatever V .
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Now, let us have a critical examination of the two well-known families of weakening-based approaches to paraconsistent
reasoning, namely coherence-based approaches and distance-based merging.

Coherence-based approaches. This quite popular family of approaches relies on a drastic weakening mechanism: the inhi-
bition of some formulas from the base. It has been studied in depth, both from the logical side and from the computational
one, and its success can be explained by several factors, like the fact that it is quite simple in essence and that it en-
compasses other important frameworks, including supernormal default theories with priorities [11] and syntax-based belief
revision [41], as specific cases.

Nevertheless, the coherence-based approach suffers in its actual turn from several important drawbacks which originate
from both its high-level of syntax sensitivity and the simple weakening mechanism it relies on. Especially, it is not adapted
to situations where several sources of information must be merged (and not only because two different sources can convey
the same information).

In order to illustrate such limitations, let us consider the following scenario. Let B be a base gathering information
stemming from two different sources:

• The first source states φ1 = a∧ b ∧ c;
• The second source states φ2 =¬a∧¬b.

Defining what are the expected consequences of B is not so simple (despite the simplicity of B). It may depend on the
reliability of each source, and the relative independence of each piece of information conveyed by the sources. Specifically,
it can be the case that γ1 =¬a∧ b ∧ c is expected, or that γ2 =¬(a⇔ b)∧ c is expected. Indeed:

• γ1 is expected whenever the first source is very reliable to what concerns b, but not so much to what concerns a, and
the converse holds for the second source. Furthermore, c is expected because there is no argument against it.

• γ2 is expected because its models are in-between those of each source.

The point is that none of these two consequences can be derived through B skeptically interpreted under the standard
coherence-based approach. Actually, there are only two maximal (w.r.t. ⊆ or cardinality) subsets of B: {φ1} and {φ2}. If φ1
is strictly preferred to φ2, then φ1 is the consequence; if φ2 is strictly preferred to φ1, then φ2 is the consequence; if both
sources are equally preferred, then φ1 ∨ φ2 would be the consequence.

The problem stems from the fact that each formula from B is taken as a whole, so if it is preferred, it is preferred as
a whole and if it must be weakened so as to restore consistency, it is inhibited as a whole. Thus, if φ1 is preferred to φ2,
every piece of information conveyed by φ1 is preferred to the possibly conflicting corresponding piece of information in φ2
while this is not always expected. Furthermore, if φ1 is inhibited, every piece of information conveyed by φ1 is inhibited as
well, even those that are not involved in any contradiction.

Of course, the problem can be partially solved by replacing each φi by a (logically equivalent) subset of its consequences,
referred to as a decomposition of φi . However, this is not a panacea. Indeed, this solution leads to give much importance to
the syntax since several decompositions may easily give rise to different consequences. While the choice of a decomposition
for φi can be viewed as an implicit (and compact w.r.t. representation) way to express some preferences over the logical
consequences of φi , the problem of finding out the “right decomposition” of φi (given as a single formula) remains unsolved.
For instance, assume that φi = a ∧ (¬a ∨ b) is known as more reliable to what concerns b than to what concerns a; if φi
must be weakened because it contradicts the piece of information ¬a ∨ ¬b (stemming from a more prioritary source),
b is an expected consequence but it is not a direct subformula of the conjunctive formula φi , hence some computational
effort must be spent to derive it. Here, it would be required to derive explicitly the most general consequence of φi that
is about b so as to give it some priority. The problem is that the computational resource to be spent so as to achieve this
goal is high, even if we neglect the time which is consumed (this could be reasonable, provided that the decomposition
is performed only once and off-line): indeed, in the general case and under the usual assumptions of complexity theory,
there is no formula φX

i equivalent to ∃(PS \ X).φi , namely the most general consequence of φi that is about a given set X of
variables and s.t. |φX

i | is polynomial in |φi | (see e.g. [33]). Another dimension that is not handled in a satisfying way by the
coherence-based approach concerns equity in the weakening process. Indeed, in some situations, it can be expected that
consistency is recovered by weakening each source in the same way. Removing the same number of formulas from each
source does not solve this problem at all since what is important is the logical contents of each source, while the number
of formulas in a decomposition mainly is irrelevant.

Compared with the weakening by inhibition mechanism at work in the coherence-based approaches, weakening by
variable forgetting is typically less drastic; indeed, instead of inhibiting a whole formula – or equivalently, replacing it by �
– it is possible to keep all its consequences that are not involved in any contradiction (see e.g. the piece of information c in
Example 6.1). Subsequently, more information can be preserved.

Distance-based merging. As recalled in Section 4.2.1, most approaches to distance-based merging are based on a notion
of (pseudo-)distance between worlds (see e.g. [37,47,31,40,29]). Distance-based merging consists in weakening the pieces
of information by dilating them: the piece of information φ, instead of expressing that the real world is for sure among
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the models of φ, now expresses that it is close to be a model of φ, with respect to some given distance d (the further a
world ω from the models of φ, the less plausible it is that ω is the real world). A merging operator then maps a profile
B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 of n consistent propositional formulas into a merged base whose models are the closest to B .

Distance-based merging operators from the literature are typically decomposable, that is, the distance between an in-
terpretation ω and a base B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 is computed as d(ω, B) = �(d(ω,φ1), . . . ,d(ω,φn)), where � is an aggregation
function. Furthermore, a decomposable merging operator is anonymous if � is symmetric (which means that all formulas φi
in B are treated equally).

Even if this framework has a good level of generality, due to the variety of distance functions that can be chosen, almost
all papers we know focus on the following two distances: the Hamming distance dH and the so-called drastic distance dD .
However, even considering wider classes of distances will not really help solving simple examples such as the following
one.

Let B = 〈φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4, φ5, φ6〉 where φ1 = (a ∧ b ∧ c) ∨ (¬a ∧ ¬b), φ2 = ¬c ∧ (a ⇔ b), φ3 = ¬a ∨ ¬c, φ4 = c ∧ (a ∨ b),
φ5 = c and φ6 =¬c. Assume also that the six sources are equally reliable, which requires � to be symmetric.

A quick examination on B reveals that c seems to be the source of conflict. Forgetting the information about c in each
of the φi ’s would lead to the consistent base 〈a ⇔ b,a⇔ b,�,a∨ b,�,�〉, whose conjunction is simply equivalent to a∧ b.
Note that forgetting any other single variable (a or b) in B will not help solving the inconsistency (even forgetting both a
and b will not). Therefore, first ignoring c in the process of merging the sources of information is worth doing: it gives some
useful information about everything except c (if information about c is really needed and beliefs (resp. goals) are considered,
then one may perform knowledge-gathering actions (resp. start a negotiation process) so as to make a decision about c).
This process is even more significant if c is a variable of secondary importance. For instance, in a decision-theoretic context,
where the φi ’s represent goals, each being held by an agent, and the interpretations of Ω represent the set of alternatives
which can be jointly chosen by the group of agents, an inconsistency simply means that the agents cannot jointly satisfy
their goals; the fact that forgetting c is simple way of getting rid of inconsistency means that a reasonable decision can be
made about a and b, leaving the decision about c undecided (again, this is even more relevant when c is not of primary
importance).

However, we will have a hard time obtaining this result a ∧ b with distance-based merging. For instance, take d to be
the Hamming distance dH . For any interpretation ω ∈Ω , let δH (ω, B)= 〈dH (ω,φi) | i = 1, . . . ,6〉. We have:

δH (abc, B)= 〈0,1,1,0,0,1〉; δH (abc̄, B)= 〈1,0,0,1,1,0〉;
δH (ab̄c, B)= 〈1,2,1,0,0,1〉; δH (ab̄c̄, B)= 〈1,1,0,1,1,0〉;
δH (ābc, B)= 〈1,2,0,0,0,1〉; δH (ābc̄, B)= 〈0,1,0,1,1,0〉;
δH (āb̄c, B)= 〈1,1,0,1,0,1〉; δH (āb̄c̄, B)= 〈0,0,0,2,1,0〉.

We see that three interpretations have three 1’s and three 0’s: abc, abc̄ and ābc̄. Therefore, no anonymous decomposable
merging operator based on dH can output a ∧ b as the merging of B . In particular, if � = + then the merging of B is
equivalent to (a ∧ b) ∨ (¬a ∧ ¬c); if � = leximax then the merging of B is equivalent to (a ∧ b) ∨ (¬a ∧ b ∧ ¬c); and if
�=max then it is (a∧ b)∨ (a∧¬b ∧¬c)∨ (¬a∧ b ∧¬c)∨ (¬a∧¬b ∧ c).

It is important noticing that the failure of distance-based merging to get simple results such as a ∧ b in the above
example is not due to the specific choice of the Hamming distance. Similar counterexamples could be obtained with any
distance (although it does not seem easy to construct a counterexample that would work for all distances). The reason why
we fail to get such simple outputs is the decomposability of the merging operator.

7. Other related work

Our approach consists in exploiting variable forgetting in order to reason in a non-trivial way from inconsistent bases.
Both the problem under consideration (reasoning under inconsistency) and the method used to solve it (variable forgetting)
have received much attention for years, and are described in depth in several previous papers, especially [5] and [33]. This
explains why we refrain from presenting them here again exhaustively and focus instead on recent and/or closely related
work about forgetting and/or reasoning under inconsistency.

Conflict resolving by forgetting. The principle we make use of, namely, forgetting a preferred set of atoms so as to make a
base consistent, has been applied recently in a few other places.

[50,52,51] and [20,21] use forgetting for resolving conflicts in logic programs. These two approaches differ on the nature
of the logic programs considered (classical logic programs with negation as failure in [50,52,51]; disjunctive logic programs
with strong negation and negation as failure in [20,21]), but the principle at work for solving conflicts is similar: starting
from a finite collection of logic programs (one for each of a set of agents), one looks for sets of atoms or literals to forget in
each of the logic programs so that the resulting set of logic programs is consistent.

In [19], using mappings from logic programs to ontologies, notions and techniques for forgetting in logic programs are
adapted to forgetting concepts in ontologies, which in turn can be a way similar to ours for resolving conflicts when merging
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ontologies: for instance, if the conflict between two ontologies is caused by some concept C , C will be forgotten from one
of these ontologies or from both.

[22] define the forgetting of actions in a domain description (expressed in a propositional action language), and mention
as a potential application the search for joint plans for several agents, each of whom has her own goals about which actions
should be in the joint plan. When agents’ goals conflict, a minimal set of actions to forget is looked for, and a joint plan (not
mentioning these actions) is constructed. Once again, the methodology at work is in the same vein as ours, the difference
being in the nature of the base and the objects to be forgotten.

Reasoning under inconsistency. The closest work to our own one is [6] which elaborates on our previous work [35]. In
both works, forgetting is used as a key mechanism for reasoning under inconsistency. While the present work includes a
number of characterization results and complexity results which were not available in previous papers, it goes also further
conceptually speaking by considering a more general notion of forgetting context (as discussed previously).

In [16], an inference relation in the setting of 3-valued paraconsistent logics is defined and studied. Using inconsistency
forgetting as a key mechanism for recovering consistency, it guarantees that the deductive closure of any formula is classi-
cally consistent and classically closed. This allows to interpret a classically inconsistent formula as a set of classical worlds
(hence to reason classically from it). The notion of forgetting considered in this paper is not the one from classical proposi-
tional logic, as used here. The approach enables to reason in a non-trivial way from a single inconsistent formula, which is
not feasible using forget-based inference. Conversely, since it basically considers a single formula as input, this approach is
not suited to merging (for which distinguishing the various sources of information is important). Furthermore, it relies on
quite a drastic morphology restriction of the language (only ¬, ∨ and ∧ are allowed).

[9] gives a family of paraconsistent inference relations based on so-called signed systems. The formal framework they
consider is a propositional framework not containing irreducible contradictions (like ⊥ or ¬�) and they focus on formulas
in Negation Normal Form (NNF).3 Every formula Σ is associated to a default theory 〈Σ±, DΣ 〉 where:

• Σ± is a formula in the language PROPPS± where PS± = {x+ | x ∈ PS} ∪ {x− | x ∈ PS}; Σ± is obtained by replacing in Σ

every occurrence of a positive literal x by the positive literal x+ and every occurrence of a negative literal ¬x by the
positive literal x− .

• DΣ = {δx | x ∈ Var(Σ)} is a set of prerequisite-free default rules

δx =
{ : x+ ⇔¬x−

(x⇔ x+)∧ (¬x⇔ x−)

}

Negation is given a special treatment in such signed systems; first, every literal is rendered independent from its negation
through renaming, this ensures the consistency of Σ± , given the restriction put on the language; then, the corresponding
dependence relations are re-introduced in a parsimonious way, so that consistency is preserved. Several inference relations
can be defined from 〈Σ±, DΣ 〉 (see [9] for details). Among them is skeptical unsigned inference (resp. skeptical signed infer-
ence): a formula ψ of PROPPS is a skeptical unsigned (resp. signed) consequence of Σ , denoted Σ  u ψ (resp. Σ  s ψ ) if
and only if ψ (resp. ψ±) belongs to every extension of 〈Σ±, DΣ 〉.

None of these inference relations is a forget-based inference relation. First of all, in signed systems, non-trivial inferences
can be drawn starting from any single inconsistent formula Σ . For instance, we have a∧¬a∧b �u c and a∧¬a∧b �s c, while
forget-based inference trivializes when starting from B = 〈a∧¬a∧b〉. One may object that this is because variable forgetting
cannot be used to restore consistency and that the problem would disappear if the input formula Σ were a conjunction
of consistent formulas. However, this is not the case. On the one hand, as far as signed inference is considered, the set
of consequences of an inconsistent Σ is not guaranteed to be consistent; for instance, both a and ¬a are skeptical signed
consequences of a ∧ ¬a ∧ b. Contrastingly, the set of consequences w.r.t. any skeptical forget-based inference relation of
any base consisting of consistent formulas is consistent, unless it is the language itself. Hence there is no way to associate
every formula Σ like a ∧ ¬a ∧ b to a vector B of consistent formulas such that the skeptical signed consequences of Σ

coincide with the consequences of B w.r.t. a skeptical forget-based inference relation. On the other hand, as far as unsigned
inference is considered, the choice of B has a great impact on the consequences that can be drawn w.r.t. forget-based
inferences. If a ∧ ¬a ∧ b is associated to B = 〈a,¬a ∧ b〉, then the skeptical unsigned consequences of Σ (i.e., the classical
consequences of b) can be recovered as the skeptical consequences of B w.r.t. the prototypical homogeneous forget-based
inference relation given C S . If a∧¬a∧b is associated to B = 〈a,¬a,a∨b〉, b can no longer be derived using the prototypical
homogeneous forget-based inference relation given C S .

Similar conclusions can be drawn for settings extending signed systems, especially those based on signed quantified
Boolean formulas [1].

3 This is without loss of expressiveness since every propositional formula can be turned into an equivalent NNF, but not without loss of succinctness
when connectives like ⇔ belongs to the morphology of the language.
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8. Conclusion

We have proposed a new framework for reasoning from inconsistent propositional bases, which proceeds by selecting
subsets of atoms to be forgotten in the pieces of information, respecting some fixed constraints. We have shown that this
framework encompasses many existing frameworks as specific cases, including reasoning from preferred consistent subsets,
and several forms of merging, and that the gain obtained in flexibility is not balanced by a complexity shift w.r.t. inference.

As evoked in the introduction, our approach is based on classical entailment so that the logical contents of the base
are weakened instead of the inference relation itself. This gives to our family of forget-based relations some pros and some
cons. Thus, if the base under consideration consists of a single inconsistent formula, our approach is not suited (as well as
the coherence-based approaches and the merging ones, which are also based on classical entailment). Paraconsistent logics
based on subclassical entailment relations can then be used with profit. Conversely, since weakening bears on the inference
relation in paraconsistent logics, it is uniform and the fact that information comes from several sources typically4 is not
exploited. For instance, it is not possible to derive b from the (conjunctively-interpreted) set of formulas {a ∧ (¬a ∨ b),¬a}
using the paraconsistent logic LPm [45] (this is because ¬a ∨ b is a consequence of ¬a), while we can easily get this
consequence in our setting.

Further work can be conducted along several directions.
First, inconsistency handling by variable forgetting can be easily generalized to other settings than propositional logic.

All we need is a language involving several variables equipped with a forgetting operation. We have already mentioned in
Section 7 how conflict solving via forgetting can be done in various forms of logic programs as well as in propositional
action descriptions. There is no reason why we should stop here. For instance, variable forgetting has been defined in multi-
agent settings [49] as well as in the propositional modal logic of knowledge S5 [53], which pave the way towards conflict
solving via forgetting in these settings. More generally, we could generalize the principle to many settings where variable
forgetting (or equivalently, projection or marginalization) makes sense; this is the case for other propositional settings (e.g.
when modalities or multiple-valued semantics are considered) but also for many non-propositional settings: for instance,
the pieces of information given by the sources could be constraints, joint probability distributions, etc.

Finally, weakening formulas by variable forgetting can be useful in many practical situations. For instance, if a series of
tests has to be performed so as to “solve” inconsistency [34,36], preferred recoveries give some hints about the variables
that should be tested first, namely, the most important ones that have to be forgotten. Similarly, in a decision-theoretic
context where the φi ’s are no longer beliefs but preferences of several agents, variables which do not need to be forgotten
are these the agents agree on, and preferred recoveries help finding the variables about which negotiation should start.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 3.1. ΩB is empty if and only if B is not recoverable. When ΩB is empty, every ψ is such that ∀ω ∈
min(ΩB ,��), ω |�ψ . Similarly, when B is not recoverable, we have B |≈C� ψ for every ψ . We assume now that ΩB �= ∅.

• Let us first consider �V ∈ Pref (RC (B),�). Let ω be any model of B | �V , and �Vω ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω),�). Let us show
that ω is minimal w.r.t. �� in ΩB . First, we obviously have that ω ∈ΩB . Now, towards a contradiction, assume that
there exists an ω′ ∈ΩB such that ω′ <� ω. Let �Vω′ ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω′),�). Since ω′ <� ω, we have that �Vω′ � �Vω; and
because �V ∈ Pref (RC (B),�), we have �V ∼ �Vω , henceforth �Vω′ � �V , which contradicts the fact that �V ∈ Pref (RC (B),�).

• Conversely, let ω ∈ min(ΩB ,��), and �Vω ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω),�). Let us show that �Vω ∈ Pref (RC (B),�). Towards a
contradiction, assume not. Then there must exist an ω′ ∈ ΩB and a �Vω′ ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω′),�) such that �Vω′ � �Vω .
Therefore, we have ω′ <� ω, which contradicts ω ∈min(ΩB ,��). �

Proof of Proposition 4.1. We say that a forgetting vector �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 is binary if for every i, either V i = PS or V i = ∅.
Let us first consider the following notations:

• Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉. For any subset S of {1, . . . ,n}, we define f (S) as the binary vector �V S = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 where for
each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, V i = ∅ if φi ∈ S and V i = Var(φi) otherwise.

• For any forgetting vector �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉, we define g( �V )= S �V as the subset of {1, . . . ,n} defined by S �V = {i | V i = ∅},
and the binary forgetting vector associated with �V is �V ∗ = f (g( �V )), i.e., V ∗

i = ∅ if V i = ∅ and V ∗
i = Var(φi) otherwise.

4 There are nevertheless some exceptions, like [8].
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Clearly, f is a one-to-one mapping between binary forgetting vectors and subsets of {1, . . . ,n}, and if �V is binary then
f (g( �V ))= �V .

Now, for any S ⊆ B ,

(B | �V S)= {φi | i ∈ S} = B S . (1)

Therefore,

S ∈ Cons(B) if and only if �V S ∈ RCS (B) (2)

and the restriction of f to Cons(B) is a one-to-one mapping between Cons(B) and R CS (B).
Next, we define the following one-to-one mapping between preference relations on Cons(B) and preference relations on

RCS (B) satisfying binaricity. Let � be a preference relation over R CS (B) satisfying binaricity. Let �= h(�) be the relation
on Cons(B) defined by: for any X, Y ∈ Cons(B), X � Y if and only if �V X � �V Y . Clearly, � is a preorder because � is a
preorder, henceforth � is a preference relation over consistent subsets of {1, . . . ,n}.

Now, we show

for any �V , �W ∈ RCS (B) we have �V � �W if and only if S �V � S �W . (3)

First, for any �V ∈ RCS (B), �V ∈ RCS (B) implies �V ∗ ∈ RCS (B). Indeed, �V ⊆p �V ∗ , henceforth (B | �V ) |� (B | �V ∗), which
shows that the consistency of (B | �V ) implies the consistency of (B | �V ∗). Now, � satisfies binaricity, therefore �V ∼ �V ∗ and
�W ∼ �W ∗ , from which we get �V � �W if and only if �V ∗ � �W ∗ , which by definition of h is equivalent to S �V ∗ � S �W ∗ , which is

now equivalent to S �V � S �W , because S �V = S �V ∗ and S �W = S �W ∗ .
This implies that h is a bijection between the set of preference relations on R CS (B) satisfying binaricity and the set of

preference relations on Cons(B). For any preference relation � on Cons(B), let k(�)=� be the relation on R CS (B) defined
by �X � �Y if and only if S �X � S �Y . Then k(�) is a preference relation on R CS (B) satisfying binaricity, and due to (3) we have
k = h−1.

Now we show that

S ∈ Pref
(
Cons(B),�

)
if and only if �V S ∈ Pref

(
RCS (B),�)

. (4)

For (⇒): assume �V S /∈ Pref (RCS (B),�). This means that either �V S /∈ RCS (B), in which case S /∈ Cons(B), or that there
exists W ∈ RCS (B) such that W � V ; in the latter case, SW ≺ S , and SW ∈ Cons(B) because W ∈ R CS (B), therefore
S /∈ Pref (Cons(B),�).

For (⇐): assume S is not a �-preferred consistent subset of {1, . . . ,n}. This means that either S is not consistent, in
which case �V S /∈ RCS (B), or there exists S ′ ∈ Cons(B) such that S ′ ≺ S , in which case �V S ′ ≺ �V S and �V S is not a preferred
recovery for B .

We are now ready for proving Proposition 4.1.

(⇒) Let |≈ be a maxcons inference relation, which by definition means that there exists a preorder � on subsets of
{1, . . . ,n} such that |≈ = |≈∀� , i.e., such that B |≈ ψ if and only if for any X ∈ Pref (Cons(B),�) we have B X |� ψ . Let

�= h−1(�). � satisfies binaricity. From (4) we have X ∈ Pref (Cons(B),�) if and only if �V X ∈ Pref (RCS (B),�). From

(1) we have (B | �V X )= B X , therefore (B | �V X ) |�ψ if and only if B X |�ψ . Therefore, B |≈ψ if and only if B |≈CS� ψ .
(⇐) Let � be a preference relation on R CS (B) satisfying binaricity. Let � = h(�). Then � is a preference relation on

2{1,...,n} , and again due to (1) and (4) we have B |≈CS� ψ if and only if B |≈∀� ψ , i.e., |≈CS� is a maxcons inference
relation. �

Proof of Proposition 4.2. The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 4.1. For every S ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}, define the forgetting
vector �V S by �V S = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉, where V i = ∅ if φi ∈ S and V i = Var(φi) otherwise. Note that �V S satisfies the logically
weakest binary context. Conversely, for every forgetting vector �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 satisfying the logically weakest binary
context, let S �V = {i | V i = ∅}. Note that (B | �V S)= B S and (B | �V )= B S �V .

Let |≈ be a maxcons inference relation, associated with the preference relation �, that is, |≈ = |≈∀� . Define the preference

relation on forgetting vectors by �V � �V ′ if and only if S �V � S �V ′ . Then we have �V � �V ′ if and only if S �V � S �V ′ . With similar

arguments as those used in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we get that |≈∀� and |≈C B� coincide.

Conversely, let |≈C B� be a forget-based inference relation associated with a preference relation � and the logically weakest

binary context. Define the preference relation � over subsets of {1, . . . ,n} by S � S ′ if and only if �V S � �V S ′ . Again, with
similar arguments as those used in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we get that |≈∀� and |≈C B� coincide. �
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let us first notice that any decomposable ranking function μ can be equivalently represented by
a pair 〈μ0, H〉. Now, there exists a straightforward one-to-one mapping between decomposable ranking functions 〈μ0, H〉
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and pairs 〈 f , �〉 defining a merging operator based on a differential distance. Let us call t this mapping, defined by t(μ)=
t(〈μ0, H〉)= 〈 f , �〉 with f =μ0 and �= H .

Now, let μ be a decomposable ranking function on subsets of PS and d be its corresponding differential distance defined
by d(ω,ω′) = μ0(Diff (ω,ω′)). Let μB(ω) = min({μ( �V ) | �V ∈ RCS (B) and ω |� B | �V }). We first establish that d(ω, B) =
μB(ω) holds for any ω ∈Ω .

Let ω ∈Ω and B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉. Since � is monotonic, we have:

d(ω, B)=min
({

�
(
d(ω,φ1), . . . ,d(ω,φn)

)})
=min

({
�
(
d(ω,ω1), . . . ,d(ω,ωn)

) ∣∣ ω1 |� φ1, . . . ,ωn |� φn
})

=min
({

H
(
μ0

(
Diff (ω,ω1)

)
, . . . ,μ0

(
Diff

(
ω,ωn

))) ∣∣ ω1 |� φ1, . . . ,ωn |� φn
})

.

Let �V = 〈Diff (ω,ω1), . . . ,Diff (ω,ωn)〉. Using Corollary 5 of [33], for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} we have ω |� ∃Diff (ω,ωi).φi because
ωi |� φi . Therefore, ω |� (B | �V ), hence, �V ∈ RCS (B). Now, H(μ0(Diff (ω,ω1)), . . . ,μ0(Diff (ω,ωn))) = μ( �V ) by definition
of μ. Therefore, d(ω, B)=min({μ( �V ) | �V ∈ RCS (B) and ω |� B | �V })=μB(ω).

Now, since the standard forgetting context C is considered, 〈PS, . . . ,PS〉 is a forgetting vector for B . Since each φi (i ∈
{1, . . . ,n}) is consistent, every interpretation ω ∈ Ω is a model of B | 〈PS, . . . ,PS〉, showing that ΩB = Ω . Furthermore,
given ω,ω′ ∈ Ω , μB(ω) � μB(ω′) if and only if each �V in min({μ( �V ) | �V ∈ RCS (B) and ω |� B | �V }) and each �V ′ in
min({μ( �V ) | �V ∈ RCS (B) and ω′ |� B | �V }) are such that �V �μ �V ′ if and only if ω ��μ ω′ .

Lastly, B |≈M
d,∗ ψ if and only if for every ω ∈ Ω such that d(ω, B) = minω′∈Ω d(ω′, B) we have ω |� ψ , which, using a

previous equality d(ω, B)= μB(ω), is equivalent to: for every ω ∈Ω such that μB(ω)= minω′∈Ω μB(ω′) we have ω |� ψ ,
which is also equivalent to: for every ω ∈min(ΩB ,��μ) we have ω |�ψ .

Since �μ is complete (by construction), Proposition 3.1 shows that this is equivalent to B |≈CS�μ
ψ . �

Proof of Proposition 4.4. We start by introducing the following notations: for any X ⊆ EQ , let F (X)= 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 where
each V i is defined by V i = {x | x0 ⇔ xi /∈ X}. Clearly, F is bijective and for any vector �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 of subsets of PS we
have F−1( �V )= {xi ⇔ x0 | x ∈ PS, 1 � i � n, x /∈ V i}.

We associate with PS the sets PS0, . . . ,PSn s.t. for each i ∈ {0, . . . ,n}, PSi = {xi | x ∈ PS}. Every interpretation M over⋃n
i=0 PSi can be represented by a tuple (ω0, . . . ,ωn) s.t. for each i ∈ {0, . . . ,n}, ωi is the restriction of M to PSi . Finally,

given an interpretation ωi over PSi , we can associate to it in a bijective way the interpretation ω∗
i over PS s.t. ∀x ∈ PS,

ω∗
i (x)=ωi(xi). Clearly enough, for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and each formula φ ∈ PROPPS , ω∗

i |� φ if and only if ωi |� rename(φ, i).
The proof now goes by successively proving the following lemmata.

Lemma 8.1. X ⊆ EQ is a fit for B if and only if F (X) is a recovery for B given C S .

Lemma 8.2. X ⊆ EQ is a maximal fit for B if and only if F (X) is a preferred recovery w.r.t. ⊆p for B given CS .

Lemma 8.3.

Mod
(

B|F (X)
)=

{
ω∗

0 ∈ 2PS
∣∣∣ M |� Br ∧

∧
x∈X

x for some M = (ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωn)

}
.

Lemma 8.4. Br ∧∧
x∈X x |� rename(ψ,0) if and only if (B | F (X)) |�ψ .

Proof of Lemma 8.1. Let X ⊆ EQ be a fit for B , which means that Br ∧∧
x∈X x is consistent, therefore there exists a model

M = (ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωn) of Br ∧∧
x∈X x over

⋃n
i=0 PSi . By definition of Br we have

for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, ωi |� rename(φi, i) (1)

and M |�∧
x∈X x is equivalent to

for all xi ⇔ x0 in X, ω0(x0)=ωi(xi).

This shows that for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, ω∗
0 coincides with ω∗

i (a model of φi ) on every variable from PS except possibly on
those x s.t. xi ⇔ x0 /∈ X , namely those x ∈ V i . Therefore, ω∗

0 is a model of ∃V i .φi for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Since every forgetting
vector is admissible for the standard forgetting context, this shows that �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 is a recovery for B given C S .

Conversely, let V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 be a recovery for B given C S , then
∧n

i=1 ∃V i .φi is consistent. Hence it has a model ω and
there exist n models ω∗

1, . . . ,ω∗
n over PS such that (a) ω∗

i |� φi for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and (b) ω and ω∗
i coincide on PS \ V i

for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Let ω0 be the interpretation over PS0 s.t. ∀x0 ∈ PS0 we have ω0(x0)=ω(x). Let M = (ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωn).
Condition (a) implies M |� Br and condition (b) implies M |�∧

x∈X x, therefore M |� Br ∧∧
x∈X x, which shows that X is a

fit for B . �
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Proof of Lemma 8.2. Let X be a fit for B . If X is not maximal then there exists a fit X ′ for B such that X ′ ⊃ X . Then, by
Lemma 8.1, F (X ′) is a recovery for B given C S and obviously, F (X ′) �p F (X), therefore F (X) cannot be a maximal fit for B .

Conversely, let �V be a recovery for B given C S . If �V is not preferred w.r.t. �=⊆p then there exists a recovery �V ′ for
B given CS such that �V ′ ⊂p �V , which entails that the associated fit F−1( �V ′) for B (thanks to Lemma 8.1) is such that
F−1( �V ′)⊃ F−1( �V ), therefore F−1( �V ) is not a maximal fit for B . �
Proof of Lemma 8.3. Let M = (ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωn) be a model of Br ∧ ∧

x∈X x over
⋃n

i=0 PSi . Using the same proof as in
Lemma 8.1, we derive that ω∗

0 is a model of ∃V i .φi for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Hence, ω∗
0 is a model of B | �V with �V = F (X).

Conversely, let ω∗
0 be any model of B |� �V where �V is a recovery for B given C S . Then for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, ω∗

0 |� ∃V i .φi ,
which by Corollary 5 of [33], entails that there exists an interpretation ω∗

i over PS such that ω∗
i |� φi and ω∗

0 and ω∗
i

coincide on all variables from PS except possibly on those of V i . Then let M = (ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωn). The fact that ω∗
i |� φi for

all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} entails that ωi |� rename(φi, i) for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, hence M |� Br . Finally, the fact that for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n},
ω∗

0 and ω∗
i coincide on all variables from PS except possibly on those of V i shows that M |�∧

x∈X x, and this concludes the
proof. �
Proof of Lemma 8.4. Assume Br ∧∧

x∈X x |� rename(ψ,0). Let �V = F (X). Then for all M = (ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωn) |� Br ∧∧
x∈X x

we have M |� rename(ψ,0), which is equivalent to ω0 |� rename(ψ,0) and also equivalent to ω∗
0 |�ψ .

By Lemma 8.3, every model ω∗
0 of B | �V over PS is such that there exists a model M = (ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωn) of Br ∧∧

x∈X x

over
⋃n

i=0 PSi . Hence we must have ω∗
0 |� ψ , and since this must hold for every model ω∗

0 of B | �V , we conclude that
B | �V |�ψ .

Conversely, assume that B | �V |� ψ . Towards a contradiction, assume that Br ∧∧
x∈X x �|� rename(ψ,0). Then there ex-

ists an interpretation M = (ω0,ω1, . . . ,ωn) which satisfies Br ∧∧
x∈X x but does not satisfy rename(ψ,0). Hence ω∗

0 �|� ψ .
However, Lemma 8.3 shows that ω∗

0 must be a model of B | �V . This contradicts the fact that B | �V |�ψ . �
Proof of Proposition 4.4. By definition, B |≈DS ψ is equivalent to Br ∧∧

x∈X x |� rename(ψ,0) for any maximal fit X for B ,
which, using both Lemmata 8.2 and 8.4, is equivalent to B | �V |� ψ for every recovery �V for B given C , that is preferred
w.r.t. ⊆p . �
Proof of Proposition 4.5. We take advantage of Proposition 3.1. We obviously have ΩB = Ω since by assumption B con-
sists of consistent formulas and the forgetting context is the standard one (indeed 〈PS, . . . ,PS〉 is a forgetting vector for B
given CS ). Hence it is enough to show that for any interpretations ω,ω′ ∈Ω , we have ω�B ω′ if and only if ω �� ω′ . First,
observe that since � includes ⊆p , for any interpretation ω ∈Ω , we have Pref (R C (B)(ω),�)⊆ diff (ω, B), and for any inter-
pretations ω,ω′ ∈Ω , for every �V (resp. �V ′) ∈ diff (ω, B) (resp. ∈ diff (ω′, B)), there exists �W (resp. �W ′) ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω),�)

(resp. ∈ Pref (R C (B)(ω′),�)) such that �W � �V (resp. �W ′ � �V ′). Now:

• If ω �B ω′ then by definition ∃ �Vω ∈ diff (ω, B) s.t. ∀ �Vω′ ∈ diff (ω′, B), we have �Vω � �Vω′ . Hence there exists �Wω ∈
Pref (RC (B)(ω),�) s.t. �Wω � �Vω . Furthermore, diff (ω′, B) is not empty since every ω′ is a model of (B | 〈PS, . . . ,PS〉).
Hence for each �Vω′ ∈ diff (ω′, B), we can find a �Wω′ ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω′),�) s.t. �Wω′ � �Vω′ . Since �Wω′ belongs to
diff (ω′, B), we must have �Vω � �Wω′ Since � is a preorder, from �Wω � �Vω and �Vω � �Wω′ , we get that �Wω � �Wω′ .
This shows that ω �� ω′ .

• Conversely, if ω �� ω′ , then by definition ∃ �Vω ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω),�) ∃ �Vω′ ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω′),�) s.t. �Vω � �Vω′ . We have
�Vω ∈ diff (ω, B). Since � is a complete preorder, �Vω′ ∈ Pref (RC (B)(ω′),�) is such that �Vω′ � �V ′

ω′ for every �V ′
ω′ ∈

diff (ω′, B). Hence, by transitivity of �, �Vω ∈ diff (ω, B) is such that �Vω � �V ′
ω′ for every �V ′

ω′ ∈ diff (ω′, B). This shows
that ω�B ω′ . �

Proof of Proposition 5.1.

• Point 1.
◦ Membership. Let B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 be a base and let C be a forgetting context for B . The following non-deterministic

algorithm can be used to determine whether B is recoverable:
1. Guess V 1, . . . , Vn n subsets of Var(B);
2. Guess ω, ω1, . . . ,ωn n+ 1

interpretations over Var(B);
3. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} do

Check that F �V |� C where �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉;
Check that ωi is a model of φi;
Check that ω coincides with ωi on Var(φi) \ V i.

The last point in the algorithm above enables to check that ω |� ∃V i . φi holds for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. This implies
that B | �V is consistent, hence B is recoverable.
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◦ Hardness. Easy, by reduction from sat. To every CNF formula Σ consisting of n clauses γ1, . . . , γn , we associate in
polynomial time the base B = 〈γ1, . . . , γn〉 and the forgetting context C = ∧

x∈PS

∧n
i=1¬forget(x, i). Clearly enough,

only one recovery is possible given C : 〈∅, . . . ,∅〉. This vector actually is a recovery for B if and only if Σ is satisfiable.
• Point 2. Let us consider the complementary problem and show that it belongs to Σ

p
2 . The following non-deterministic

algorithm can be used to determine whether B �|≈C� ψ :
1. Guess V 1, . . . , Vn n subsets of Var(B)

s.t. �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 is a recovery
for B given C and B | �V �|�ψ;

2. Check that �V is a preferred recovery
for B w.r.t. �.

The proof of Point 1 above shows that the first step of this algorithm can be done in non-deterministic polynomial
time (just add a final step “check that ω �|� ψ holds” to the non-deterministic algorithm given in the proof of
Point 1). This is also the case for the second step. Indeed, once �V has been guessed, in order to check that it is not a
preferred recovery for B , it is sufficient to guess a recovery �V ′ for B (again, just one call to an NP oracle) and to check
in deterministic polynomial time that �V ′ � �V .

• Point 3.
(i) First of all, for any possible value k ∈N which can be taken by μ( �V ), it is possible to guess V 1, . . . , Vn n subsets of

Var(B) s.t. �V = 〈V 1, . . . , Vn〉 is a recovery for B given C (see the proof of Point 1 above), and s.t. μ( �V )= k (just add
a final step “check that μ( �V ) = k holds” to the non-deterministic algorithm in the proof of Point 1). Since
μ( �V ) can be computed in deterministic polynomial time, we obtain a non-deterministic algorithm to check in time
polynomial in the cumulated size of B , C and k whether there exists a recovery �V for B s.t. μ( �V )= k.

(ii) Now, if μ can be computed in time polynomial in the size of the input then the size of the binary representation
of μ( �V ) for any �V ∈ RC (B) is bounded by a polynomial in the input size. Accordingly, the value of μ( �V ) is
bounded by a (simple) exponential in the input size. Through binary search, a polynomial number of calls to the
non-deterministic algorithm described above is sufficient to find out the minimal value min ∈ N s.t. there exists a
recovery �V for B given C and μ( �V )=min.

(iii) Once min has been computed, a last call to an NP oracle is sufficient to guess a preferred recovery �V for B s.t.
B | �V �|� ψ (just add a final step “check that ω �|� ψ holds” to the non-deterministic algorithm given in the
proof of Point 1).

(iv) The fact that �
p
2 is closed for the complement concludes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 5.2. Membership comes directly from item 2 of Proposition 5.1. Hardness is obtained by a reduction
from skeptical inference from supernormal default theories without background theory. The latter problem consists in de-
termining, given a set �= {φ1, . . . , φn} of propositional formulas and a propositional formula α, whether S |� α holds for
every maximal consistent subset S of �. It is known to be Π

p
2 -complete [26]. We map any instance 〈�,α〉 of this problem

to the following instance of skeptical inference from prototypical homogeneous forget-based inference:

• B = 〈h1 ⇒ φ1, . . . ,hn ⇒ φn,h1, . . . ,hn〉, where each hi (i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}) is a fresh propositional symbol (not belonging to
Var(�)∪ Var(α));

• ψ = α;
• C =∧2n

i=1(
∧

x∈Var(�)∪Var(α)¬forget(x, i))∧∧
i, j∈1,...,2n

∧n
k=1(forget(hk, i)⇒ forget(hk, j)).

Since C is homogeneous, any forgetting vector for B given C is of the form �V J = 〈V J , . . . , V J 〉, where V J ⊆ {h1, . . . ,hn}.
Let J = {i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} | hi ∈ V J }.

We have

∃V J .(hi ⇒ φi)≡
{� if i ∈ J ,

hi ⇒ φi if i /∈ J

whereas

∃V J .hi ≡
{� if i ∈ J ,

hi if i /∈ J .

Therefore,

(B | �V J )≡
n∧

i=1

(∃V J .(hi ⇒ φi)∧ ∃V J .hi
)≡∧

j∈ J

�∧
∧
j /∈ J

(
(h j ⇒ φ j)∧ (h j)

)≡∧
j /∈ J

(h j ∧ φ j).

Since {h1, . . . ,hn} ∩ Var(�) = ∅, �V J is a recovery for B given C if and only if {φ j ∈ � | j /∈ J } is consistent, and �V J is a
preferred recovery w.r.t. ⊆p for B given C if and only if {φ j ∈ � | j /∈ J } is a maximal (w.r.t. ⊆) consistent subset of �.
Therefore, we have that for every maximal consistent subset S of �, S |� α holds if and only if B |≈C⊆ ψ . �
p
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Proof of Proposition 5.3. We first show that

n∧
i=1

∃V i .φi |�ψ if and only if
n∧

i=1

rename(φi, V i) |�ψ.

Consider any quantified formula of the form ∃V i .φi . Since quantified variables are dummy ones, ∃V i .φi is equivalent to
∃V i

i .rename(φi, V i), where V i
i = {xi | x ∈ V i} and rename(φi, V i) is the formula obtained by renaming in φi every x ∈ V i

by xi . As a consequence, we get that
∧n

i=1 ∃V i .φ is equivalent to
∧n

i=1 ∃V i
i .rename(φ, V i). Now, for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}

with i �= j, no variable from V i
i occurs in any ∃V j

j .rename(φ, V j). Hence, we have that
∧n

i=1 ∃V i
i .rename(φ, V i) is equiv-

alent to ∃⋃n
i=1 V i

i .(
∧n

i=1 rename(φ, V i)). Finally, since ψ is independent from the new variables
⋃n

i=1 V i
i , we have that

∃⋃n
i=1 V i

i .(
∧n

i=1 rename(φ, V i)) |�ψ if and only if
∧n

i=1 rename(φ, V i) |�ψ .

(1) If Pref (RC (B),�) – or only the maximal elements of it w.r.t. ⊆p – are provided then deciding whether B = 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉
is such that B |≈C� ψ holds simply amounts to deciding whether B | �V |�ψ for every given �V . Now, each B | �V |�ψ can

be polynomially reduced to an instance of the prototypical coNP-complete problem unsat. Indeed, 〈φ1, . . . , φn〉 | �V |�ψ

holds if and only if
∧n

i=1 ∃V i .φi |� ψ if and only if
∧n

i=1 rename(φi, V i) |� ψ if and only if
∧n

i=1 rename(φi, V i)∧¬ψ is
unsatisfiable.
To conclude, it is enough to observe that a linear number of unsat instances can be polynomially reduced to a single
one (through variable renaming), and since coNP is closed under polynomial reduction, the conclusion follows.
A similar demonstration can be achieved for prudent inference (the first step consists in computing �V prudent which can
be done easily in polynomial time when Pref (R C (B),�) – or only the maximal elements of it w.r.t. ⊆p – are given as
part of the input; the second step is to polynomially reduce B | �V prudent |�ψ to an instance of unsat, as above.

(2) If in addition every φi of B belongs to a propositional fragment which is stable by conjunction and by new variable
renaming, then for each given �V (resp. for �V = �V prudent),

∧n
i=1 rename(φi, V i) belongs as well to this fragment. If this

fragment is tractable for clausal entailment, deciding whether
∧n

i=1 rename(φi, V i) |� ψ holds can be achieved in poly-
nomial time when ψ is a CNF formula. �
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